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EX·elUSIVE ONLINE:

More on the Morriss
impeachment, including
documents from the Alumni
Assoc & SSB administrators.

Boycott against
Taco Bell ends
end its three-year boycott against
Taco Bell. The CIW and the division of Yum! Brands issued an
During the fall 2004 se- agreement that addresses the
mester, the Organizaci6n de wages and working conditions
offarm workers in the Florida toEstudiantes Latino-Americanos
and the 'Idaho
Progressive
mato industry.
About 3,500 farm workers pick
Student Alliance protested the
$4.4 million contract Boise State tomatoes in south Florida fields.
President Kustra signed that al- Immigrant farm workers in
Immokalee, Fla., are paid only 40
lowed Taco Bell naming rights
to 45 cents for every 32 pounds of
to the Pavilion and other athletic
departments, Members of OELA tomatoes used by Taco Bell.'
With its new "penny-peraddressed concerns about Taco
pound" policy, the fast-food
Bell's national reputation and
chain pledges to help improve
allegations of slave-labor conditions on farms where some of the' farmworkers' wages. Under the
restaurant chain's tomatoes are new policy, Taco Bell will pay
workers an extra cent per pound
grown.
During a joint press confer- of tomatoes, totaling approximately $100,000 a year. The fran
ence on Tuesday, the Coalition
of Immokalee Workers agreed to
BY LIZ
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The ASBSU Senate voted 9-1-0 to remove
President David B. Morriss from office.
The judgment came at around 2 a.m. on
Wednesday, March 9, after the Senate had
deliberated for almost four hours. The trial
began at 4:40 p.m. and lasted until 10p.m. in
the jordan Ballroom in the Student Union.
The hearing was moved to the Senate Forum
around 1 a.m, to allow the top floor of the
SUB to be shut down.
.
I
Morriss was on trial for (1) failing to administer the ASBSU budget; (2) accepting monies (in addition to his own salary) that were
promised to another ASBSU representative,
specifically a tuition waiver of $1,760 dedicated to an ASBSU lobbyist; and (3) awarding himself the said waiver without going
through the appointment process.
"I believe that ensuring the integrity of
the system is crucial." said Sen. Scott Blades,
the Senate's complainant. "I believe that the
Senate's actions show that you will be held
accountable for fiscal responsibilities. As a
public officer, you are given the trust. You
must ensure that public trust."
Morriss was asked to hand in his keys and
left the Forum without comment. The Senate
cannot punish Morriss in any other manner,
other than his removal from office. Only they
can request Morriss repay the funds as the
Alumni Association allotted the funds in the
first place.
Morriss asked on at least five occasions
during the hearing for the charges to be dis-

bill that would adopt a task force
In Idaho to better help and protect victims of trafficking. 1\'1'0
This is part one of two con- drafts have been presented so far,
and the bill is currently being recerning human trafficking in the
Idaho. This piece discusses the viewed.
Three cases are currently open
procedure of human trafficking.
In Idaho, but the victims are to remain.anonymous while the cases
Merikay [ost serves as a volunteer and representative for legisla- are open, in order to protect them
from any dangers they might entive concerns for the West Central
counter from traffickers.
Deanery Council of Catholic
"Victims of trafficking seldom,
Women.
[ost became interested in rais- if ever, approach anyone with auing public awareness on the issue thority," lost said. "The constant
fear is part of being a trafficked
of human trafficking after readperson."
ing a Catholic magazine that proBefore the enactment of the
moted a conference offering 35
Trafficking Victims Protection
scholarships. She was awarded
Act of 2000, no law existed to preone of the scholarships, and then
vent such acts from occurring.
began her research on human
trafficking. She learned that be- Washington and Florida are the
only states that have adopted this
tween 18,000 and 20,000 victims
federal law, which protects vicare trafficked into the United
tims of trafficking and prosecutes
States each year, making it the
their traffickers. California is in
second largest illegal trade.
the process of adopting this law as
lost also learned about the
types of abuse these victims un- well. Texas, Missouri, and Idaho
are working on establishing task
dergo. Men, women, and children
forces to reach out and help these
are trafficked from Asia, Eastern
Europe, Central America, and victims, lost said.
The
Trafficking
Victims
South America. Traffickers mostly prey on people who are very Protection Reauthorization Act
young or old, are extremely poor, of 2003 states that victims of kidhave little or no education, and do napping, rape, slavery, and other
forced labor offenses must be
not speak English.
willing to cooperate with invesSome of the victims are tricked
or lied to and forced to come to tigators in order to prosecute the
aggressor.
the U.S. After being trafficked,
[ost hopes to spread her mestheir documents may be taken
sage to others by giving preand destroyed by the trafficker,
who then threatens to harm the sentations and showing videos
victims or their families if they do like "The Trafficking in Human
Beings." She also distributes innot obey their commands.
formational posters and leaflets
Traffickers might also impose
with a list of questions to help
large debts on victims and then
force them to work off these never identify and assist victims oftrafficking. More information on huending debts. Victims are often
man trafficking can be found by
coereed into taking jobs in the
sex trade, domestic servitude, ag- logging on to www.acf.hhs.gov/
trafficking.
riculture, and sweat shops with
To report incidents of hu, little or no pay, resulting in modman
trafficking, contact the ..
ern-day slavery.
"Victims are intimidated and Catholic Charities of Idaho at
345-6031 x105 or the Trafficking
afraid of being deported. They're
probably making more than they Information and Referral Hotline
would. In their country, even at 1-888-373-7888.
though they're paying huge fees
to 'stay here," Jost said.
'
After attending the National
Council of Catholic Women seminar, Jost, along with five senators;
contacted Idaho legislators hoping t6 persuade them to pass a
BY
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Human
trafficking
---in Idaho

Pllaro

ASBSUPresident DavidMorriss presents his defense during the trial held Tuesday.

\
\
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Senator Joe Holladayreviews the Senate constltutlonduringthe trial Tuesday.
Morriss neither applied for nor notified the
Senate of his being awarded the "scholarship"
and later stated that the ASBSUcodes did not
apply to this scholarship, because it was not
awarded to ASBSU,but to a lobbyist andthe
funds never touched the ASBSUaccount.
"No student funds were used:' Morriss said.
"The Alumni Association has the sole responsibi~ity to give the scholarship. They knew
who I was, and they gave it to me. 1performed
the tasks.

missed due to lack of evidence.
The major discussion in the trial focused
around whether or not the money Morriss
was given by the Alumni Association was a
"service award" or a "scholarship."
Sen. Blades argued the money was a service award and Morriss had not gone through
the proper procedure to receive the money as
outlined in ASBSUcode §24-260, which states
that no members of ASBSUcan change their
compensation until after an ASBSUelection.

See Ilemoued
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made to
presidential
candidate
BY MRRIRNR
Asslstent

BEKKER

Naws Editor

At around 8 a.m. Monday
morning,
ASBSU Secretary
Debby Flores discovered
a
strange white envelope on her
keyboard. Upon opening it, she
found a tetter threatening the life
of ASBSUpresidential candidate
Taylor
The Newbold.
letter, handwritten
in

ture that hung near the student
evidence.
activities office. He filed a police
Newbold received news of the
report, but the culprit was never
threat from Meyer and the police
caught.
department. He said his initial
Under Idaho law, this kind of
reaction was a mix of surprise
behavior is not considered a hate
and shock.
crime, but vandalism. However,
"1 have been on edge for the
the current incident is more dire
last 24 hours," Newbold stated
Tuesday. "I don't have any idea of due to the explicit threats of violence.
who it could be."
Newbold
said
he has never re- "'i.",-"",~""-=",-,,,,,-,,,,,-,,,~,,,,,-,,,,,,,,,,-,,,,-,,,-,,,,-,,,,,,-=,-,,,,-,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,-,,,-=--""; ........,-.,.,'=·.,.,~~\l
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black marker, contains derogatory slurs criticizing Newbold's
sexual orientation. The writer of

ceived a death
threat before, and !I-rIJ
he is taking this

~~~~~~e~~Ooj~~ressesthedesiie

~~~j;. very seri-

"I could tell right a",ay what it
[the letter] was," Flores said.
Flores showed the threatenIng letter to Student Activities
AssociateDirectorRobMeyerand
Student Organizations Program
Coordinator Mike Esposito, and
then promptly called Campus
Security.

He is planning
.
on avoiding campus and nearby
........ · "\..r
areas for a while,
though he has no
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that the police department is actively investigating the case.
"I don't want to tip the suspect
off," Nichols said.
However, Newbold and his
running mate, Molly George, are
not going to let the death threat
ruin their campaign.
"Your sexual orientation is not
what makes youa good person or.
candidate," George said.
With' the ASBSU elections already underway, Newbold suggested that the letter was pqssibly
written by someone who wants
to have him drop out orthe race,
though he .never thoughtthal
sexual orientation would surface
withany relevance. .
.
Newbold is. not the. only. per"
son.on campus that has been
harassed regarclinghomo~ality. English profess()(' ~rcy
Newmanf6UJid$'.·
..
. letter onh~ car inllite' .'
rating her supp~rt.?~h?~O~U-

j
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I know Taylor, and h,e is such a
good sout" Flores saId. She said
she was careful to.opJytouch~he
letter with her fingernails, so as"·
to not get anyflngerprint~ on the

alitY'i>--'>i
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Flores sa!dthisbeliavKU
t?"
tallyappaiU~.'~hiS
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. diverse calil'"
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tation·. at Boise
Sgt. StanNichOIs,theofficir::~~1i,"
State. In April of
.
.,last'year, swastikas and the word . in charge of th~ case,wotild not
"fag" were drawnall over'a pic- release 'any infonimtion,eXcllpt"
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Hezbollah backs
Lebanon's pro-Syrian
govemment,fueling
tensions

nat.innal

Efforts to raise minimum
wage fan, but Congress
girds for debate

n·allonal

.

amendments that kill the larger effort.
Indeed, Santorurn discouraged'senators from voting for either proposal,
indicating that an upcoming effort to
update welfare laws would be a better
vehicle for the minimum wage.
Labor unions lobbied on behalf of the
Kennedy amendment, hoping it would
set a strong foundation for the next time
the Senate confronts the issue.

said.
At least 100 undergraduates have taken the three-credit course, which costs
$580 to $1,363. Tuition is higher for outof-state students.
Massaro isn't the only academic who
believes Springsteen is worthy of scholarlystudy.
.
.
In September, Penn State UllIverslty
willhostGloryDays:ABruceSpringsteen
Symposium at Monmouth University in
New Jersey.
.
The symposium will include sess~ons
on Springsteen's relevance to American
folklore, critical theory and rock 'n' roll.

WASHINGTON - The Senate on
Monday defeated two proposals to raise
BEIRUT, Lebanon - Lebanon's pow- the minimum wage, in a test of muscle
erful Shiite Hezbollah movement on over what's expected to be a yearlong
struggle to increase an income floor
Sunday declared it would side with the
pro-Syrian Lebanese government, a that's gone unchanged for nine years.
A Democratic proposal to raise the
move that increases tension among the
rate from $5.15 to $7.25 over three years
country's ethnic factions over Syrian
failed 49-46' in the Senate Monday. A
domination.
Republican proposal to increase it to
. The announcement by HezboIlah's
leader, Sheik Hassan Nasrallah, leaves $6.25 in two years fared even worse, losNEWYORK- Bruce Springsteen's blitz
ing61-38.
the country's Shiite Muslims, who make
of politically charged concerts failed to
The proposals. came as amendments
up the largest religious group, on the opget John Kerry elected president, but a
to legislation that would make it harder
posite side of a growing independence
for individuals to file bankruptcy, a pri- New York college professor still believes
movement. Large protests for indepenority bill with financial institutions and The Boss can teach the nation's youth a
dence have forced Syria to accept apullback of its 15,000 troops that were left credit card compantes. In neither case lot about democracy.
State University of New Yorkprofessor
did sponsors of the measures expect to
over from Lebanon's 1975-90 civil war.
john Massaro has turned his passion
win,
because
leaders
of
both
parties
had
Lebanese Defense Minister Abdul
for the blue-collar rocker into a politiRahim Murad told Qatar-based Al- set a 60-vote super majority threshold
cal science class, a move his critics call
jazeera television that some Syrian for passage. That unusual arrangement
a waste of money.
allowed
both
sides
to
get
senators'
votes
'
troops would be relocated to the Syrian
"I've always seen him as political,"
border region on Monday, and a final on the record but protected the undersaid Massaro, 64, pointing out that
pullout must be negotiated by the two lying bankruptcy bill against delaying
Springsteen's "Born in the USA"bashes
ploys.
,
governments. Syrian President Bashar
The debate pitted a proposal by Sen. the Reaganadministrationand Vietnam
Assad and his Lebanese counterpart,
Edward Kennedy, D-Mass., to raise the War.
Emile Lahoud, were scheduled to meet
Last year 'Springsteen rounded up
minimum wage by $2.10 against an
in Damascus on Monday.
Pearl jam, the Dave Matthews Band,
Most Shiites and their political lead- amendment by Sen. Rick Santorum,
R-Pa., that would raise it by $1.10. Bonnie Raitt, R.E.M., the Dixie Chicks
ers credit Syria with keeping Lebanese
and other left-leaning entertainers fo~
Cluistjans from having too much con- santorum's proposal also would have
trol. The Shiites largely had stayed on exempted businesses with revenues of his Vote for Change tour.
"You can study politics by studying
the sidelines until Nasrallah came for- less than $1 million. The current exgovernment
institutions," said Massaro,
emption level is $500,000.
ward Sunday.
aNew Jersey native just like Springsteen.
Santorum also would have permitAt a news conference, Nasrallah acted workers and their employers to ne- "But we are really studying power."
cused the independence movement
Despite Springsteen's visible role in
gotiate compensatory time over a twoof seeking to replace Syrian influence
politics, some SUNY trustees and state
with that of the United States and Israel. week, 80-hour period, rather than the
current 40-hour workweek. Critics said elected leaders aren't big fans of the
Those are fighting words in Lebanon,
course, "Walk Tall: Beauty, Meaning
where residents still hate Israel for its 22- that would deny hourly workers overand Politics in the Lyrics of Bruce
time pay.
year occupation of southern Lebanon.
Springsteen."
"Americans
are
working
harder
"The aim of America and Israel is to
State Sen. Frank Padavan,
a
spread chaos in Lebanon and bring it than any other industrial nation in the
Republican, said the course, taught at
back to a state of chaos," Nasrallah said. world," Kennedy said. "They are proSUNYPotsdam, sounds like "a waste of
ducing more but making less."
Nasrallah called for a mass demonBut Santorum argued that Kennedy's
money."
stration Tuesday by pro-government
"I don't know what is so unique about
plan would increase the minimum wag~
and Hezbollah supporters ncar Martyrs'
Bruce Springsteen," said Padavan.a selfSquare to show how many Lebanese op- by 41 percent, a rate he said would put
described opera anddassicalmusic fan.
an onerous burden on employers and
pose the anti-Syrian drive. The protest
"It seems like a shallow approach to popossibly
cause
inflation
to
skyrocket.
is likely to be a large one. Hezbollah
The National Retail Federation lob- litical science."
commands much popular support.
Massaro introduced the class eight
bied vigorously against Kennedy's
amendment. The organization has. years ago, and said he was prepared for
opposition.
pushed for a decade to get bankrupt-:
"There had been concern by the board
cy laws overhauled, only to see efforts
vanish repeatedly at the last minute to of trustees about frivolous courses," he

N"~, school leaders

criticize college course
on Springsteen

.

Boise State history
professor discusses

environmental issues

associated with tsunami

You'd best not laugh,
lassie - WHAP!

What is this anyhow,
Mardi Gras?

Tickets can be, purchaSed at alllCT!cbts
and TlcketWeb oUtlets Including all
TCBY stores, ReCord Exct"pnge, Newt & Harold"s, The Boise Co-Op, A New
Vintage Wine Shop, Pool.. Country Store In Payette and Jack"s DrIvO-In In
Caldwell or by calling

442-3232. 466-TIXX

ICTlckets.com

'and Tlcketweb.com
In Scores Now
I
,

jackjohnsonmuslc.com
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Micro-miniaturized
Bronco pride displayed
in electrical computer
engineering

Bronco pride is mighty - even when
it's extremely small. BSU Electrical and
Computer Engineering senior Todd
Jackson Plum submitted his photo. of
a micro-miniature Bronco logo pnnted on a silicon wafer, created by using
a scanning electron microscope and
computer software. The overall width of
the picture is one millionth of a meter,
and the width of the printed lines in the
logo are 50-100 billionths of a me.te~.For
comparison, a typical human hair IS 80100millionths of a meter. Plum says four
students; Greg Gatlin, Cory Eskridge,
jake Brinkerhoff, and jared Fife; originally printed the pattern for a senior design project, then Plum printed t?e pattern three times smaller. jeff [essing. an
assistant professor in the department of
Electrical and Computer Engineering,
Boise State University history profesprovided technical assistance.
sor Lisa Brady will discuss
environmental issues associated with
the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami
today, as part of an interdisciplinary
lecture series at BSU,
"Terror from the Sea."
Brady's
free
lecture,
"Global
Environmental Health Perspective," is
at
Frustrated after years of seeing able7:30 p.m. in Room 106 of the Liberal
bodied drivers park in spaces reserved
Arts Building, located west of the
for the handicapped, a one-legged man
Special Events Center off University
in Grampian, Scotland, confronted two
Dr.
teenage girls when they pulled into one
Brady will discuss the regional environmental consequences of the
such space.
In response, they laughed at .him.
tsunami and historical factors that
So, he took his cane and smashed their
exacerbated the tsunami's effects. She
will focus on issues such as developwindshield,
ment, tourism, and globalization and
explain the ways in which each contributed to the devastation.
Today's lecture is part of an interdisciplinary effort by BSU
academic departments and programs
Twowomen who worked at the Gorilla
to explore the causes of the Dec. 26
Foundation in California say they were
tsunami, its historical context, and the
ordered by the group's female president
social, political, environmental, and
to expose their breasts to Koko the "talkhealth issues the tragedy continues to
ing" ape, as a means of bonding with the
generate.
female simian.
Their lawsuit claims that their boss
pressured them into this in front of the
gorilla by saying, "Koko ... I will turn my
back so Kendra can show you her nipples." Kendra declined,

frldav. AUlust 12111 IDAHO CENTER.PHITHEATER
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" . -chise also promises to help
Improve workers' conditions by
only purchasing tomatoes from
Florida growers who adopt the
new policy or pay the "pennyper-pound" directly to the farm
workers.
According to the Department
of Labor, farm workers earn an
average of $7,500 annually, placing them in the poverty wage
category. Farm workers working under these conditions do
not have benefits or health care.
Their wages have remained the
same for more than 20 years.
Inthe meantime, Yum! Brands
reports more than $1 billion in
profits each year.
Under the new resolution with
CIW,Taco Bell and Yum! Brands
are encouraging and challenging other fast-food companies
to follow their example and improve wages and working conditions on the farms.
"I think it's great that they're
moving forward in giving farm
workers what they work so hard
for, but a lot of issues still need to
be worked out at the university
level," OELA President Manuel
Villejas said.
Although pleased with the
outcome, Villejas still believes
that the administration at Boise
State has not fully addressed the
concerns of the Hispanic community.

The question put to the Senate
was not whether Morriss had performed the duties of a lobbyist,
but whether appointing himself
had created a problem.
"It would remain difficult to remain impartial when you are appointing yourself," Blades said.
The only witness questioned
in the hearing was ASBSU Vice
President Tom LaBrecque.
Labrecque was asked if Morriss
had ever lied to him, and he answered, "Yes."
Blades, in his closing statement, compared Morriss' trial
to the plight of Kuna Sen. Jack
Noble, who misused his authority
and position to pursue a conflict
of interest that would benefit him
financially. The only difference
between the two cases, Blades

said, is that while Sen. Noble resigned his post before reaping
any of the benefits of his crimes,
Morriss had not only "stolen from .
students," but "David actually
took the money."
Morriss began his closing arguments by stating that there
was not sufficient evidence for
his removal and that he had committed no crime.
"1 have performed these jobs
as defined by the scholarship,"
Morriss said. "[The Alumni
Association] asked me to submit the names of those students
interested in and currently lobbying .. .they verified that I was
a qualified candidate ...The
Alumni Association has all the
power over their money ... based
upon the facts and evidence, not

More details

online

opinions, not emotions, but facts,
I have not broken the law."
Vice President Tom LaBrecque
will take over as president of
ASBSU for the remainder of the
current term, which ends March
30.
After the hearing, Sen. Tabielle
Antchekov said the students of
Boise State were the winners
in Morriss' removal, saying it
sets an example that behavior
like Morriss' is unacceptable.
Antchekov also said the Senate's
decision was based on fact and
not personal judgment.
Sen. Jefferson Day added that
the Senate had made the right decision.
"Everyone can sleep well tonight, because they know what
they did was right."

at www.arbiteronline.com

Speak up! 2005
BY MRRIRNR
BEKKER
ASSistant Naws Editor

Voting for the ASBSUelections
is well underway, with the polls
opening yesterday. Today is the
last opportunity BSU students
will have to pick their new president and vice president, as well as

a slew ofnew senators. So for all of
tnose who want to vote, but don't
know how, here is the low-down:
ASBSUvoting is done solely online. The easiest way to find it is
through the link on Broncoweb.
The main page of Broncoweb
has a quick link titled, "ASBSU
Voting." Simply click on the link

and follow the instructions on the
following page. Students do not
have to vote for every position.
The online polls are open until
midnight tonight, and additional
voting assistance is available at
the ASBSU office located on the
first floor of the Student Union
Building.

Father of fallen Marine to
speak at Cultural Center
bat. Suarez del Solar's talk is one
of a series of speaking engagements during his travels on the
. On Monday, March 14,the BSU "Speaking on Peace Tour." The
Cultural Center will welcome tour will also make stops at local
guest speaker Fernando Suarez high schools and the Hispanic
Cultural Center in Nampa.
del Solar. Suarez del Solar is the
Suarez del Solar is originalfather of Marine Lance Cpl. Jesus
ly from Tijuana and currently
Suarez, one of the first U.S. troops
makes his home in Escondido,
killed in Iraq.
The presentation, "A Son's California. Since the death of
his son, Suarez del Solar has atTragic Death in Iraq, a Father's
tempted to gain more insight into
Journey for Peace," concerns the
the war and has shared his grief
U.S. occupation of Iraq and the
with other military families. In
misrepresentation
of minority
December 2003, he accompasoldiers on the frontlines of comBY DRNIELLE
UERHULP
News Writer

nied the organization Glohal
Exchange on a trip to Iraq and delivered thousands of letters from
U.S. chil~lren to Iraqi children
and U.S. soldiers stationed in the
country.
Once back in the U.S., Suarez
del Solar worked to make his perspective heard by traveling to
Washington, D.C. til meet with
members of Congress and officials from the United Nations.
Additionally,' he organized a
group' designed for Hispanic individuals who have family members serving in the armed forces

or who have suffered the loss of a
loved one.
Suarez del Solar's primary message states that individuals in the
U.S. can support the efforts of the
troops serving in Iraq, while still
being against the war.
The presentation will take
place in the Student Union Hatch
Ballroom at 7p.m. on March 14.
The event is free and open to the
Boise community. Though Suarez
del Solar will present in Spanish,
English translation will be available.

File by

ar h 1 th
to receive
PRIORITY CONSIDERATION
for the 2005-2006 financial aid year

-

All priority applicants will be considered for:

Work-study
Need-based ~cholarships
Supplemental Grants
Perkins Loan

All Priority applicants will beentered into a random draw.ing

for two $500 scholarshiQi
(Courtesy of Student Assistance foundation)
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,:..~eath.threat shows cowardice,hate
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rational sensibilities, and threats become- a reality
We urge the campus to Ie-evaluate itself. We hope no
when they are no longer a powerful force. As BSU stu- people here will fmd in themselves the desire .to ~a. ;". .SPECI'RLEDITDRRL
BORRD
dents are more frequently the targets of these types of liciously attack a fellow human ~~mg. Int~mldatlon
, ;'-l.':. ,".,,;
,
"
. '4 \.
~
threats, community members may become 'increas- is the course of a coward, but pOSItIve,passionate reingly jaded
sponses are the tools of the trade for those who know
<rheletter reads:
?~raylor Newbold .. ; should be shot in the head .,. I'll
As a result, violent threats become violent actions, the importance of practicing tolerance and empathy.
ft,1c~lngkill his ass," , .
. . .
because they cease to incite fear. Ifthis line is crossed,
Hate speech is NOT part and parcel to attending
',' !.-_':.I'
'.
then
BSU
has
walked
backwards
to
a
time
when
hate
BSU.
Let no one threaten you into oelieving it is.
'liis pretty damned direct, andit'~'not ajoke.
speech was considered a part of the national lexicon. r:;·"'c';,,"?"";.·"'·""'·'
",.' ,,,,,-~,,~::,.,,:,:,,,.,:
:'
The death threat aimed at ASBSUpresidential candidate Taylor Newbold certainly is not to be taken lighti~~ei~;t~~le;i'i'(,~
t~~sg~
k~~;~J~¢~ltii:~:<lhl,r.Hin.'l'
ly. It is staunch representation of the. undercurrent of
way
into
the
Stndent
Union
BmldIOg
and
threaten
a
Ii" od'll?"~'W~'"!"''!'" J"nlSul"""()(fi"'~'·.
anti-gay sentiment that, from time to time, rears its
sWaob"'" PIioio'giaph"
ugly head here at Boise State. The letter struck at the life. This person, wearing blue and orange, may some- t.. ... .1!""","l"'!'!"J>''''·<
day' find his or her way
history books by way of
,Pr~O~
.•
heart of an escalating problem. .."
a violent outburst. And this person has walkedl' onto
Edlt.?~:::.'",
LeonaEllsworth,G
h _ If>' 'frey(lrflQrl1;~vort~Edltor<',
,D~signer
'
." ."aphic .
gl"ey~~>usyears brought vandalism and defamation
campus, our campus, an d uppe d t h e ante lor a i. Travls'Esty()ld•.(;u~tui'eEditQr·:FrancisDelapena;Graphic;':!,
tomembersofthe
BSU community, with this week's your
tred.
iDanMoitfs
E41torial~dvisOr'Designer
'.....
'.,'"
incident heightening the degree of danger.
This
person,
this
hateful
bigot,
has
crossed
the
line,
MaJ:YGrac~t¥cas;News \Vrit~i: ,. 'Micah StiIUV(ln;CopyEditor
.',B~it tMpolitical work of a soulless election disrupMarcus Hackler,Business<
tor. or.the hateful work of an angry soul, no one can but decent folks here can regroup and send then own v'Tiff~n1Isa'acson, ~dyertisillg
.. ,'.
Manager
grant theirs elves more personal or political power by message. We are not a hateful campus, and fear can- [Coordinator
not
create
hatred
in
us.
i
'
.
.
.
1.,-.
,_.,
...'•.
use ofintimidation.
'
"
Spirals of emotion will lead toward lessening of
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No simple solutions
to tuition/time crunch
In the May 7 issue of The
for wages instead, and homework
Arbiter, Todd Splendage comis then pushed to the weekend or
plained of the lack of student innot done at all. We then wonder
volvement around the BSU camwhy
test
averages
are
so
low,
why
The concern over rising college
pus. Splendage said, "There are
it
takes
five
or
six
years
to
earn
a'
costs continues to grow with the
so many things to do, or events
bachelor's degree, or if we should
threat of legislation that could
on campus that it blows the mind.
havp.just
started
working
at
Wal,
potentially allow univer~ity adBut every lime I head to one, I'm
Mart right out of high school.
ministrations in Idaho the right
astonished at the lack of attenThis is an interesting dilemma,
to charge tuition. While this is
dance, and interest, by the stuand
one
that
does
not
have
a
socertainly a cause for concern,
dent body at large."
I'm afraid that the issue goes far lution. Consider the typical single
He went on to blame the apathy
college
student.
In
order
to
comdeeper and is worse than just how
of America's youth, but 1 offer a
plete
a
bachelor's
degree
in
four
our fees are allocated. It is about
different thesis. Perhaps the lack
the hidden costs of pursuing a years, the student must take an of student involvement on camaverage
of
16 credits a semester.
college degree.
pus is due to the fact that THEY
Dr. Richard Vedder, professor of This equates to 5,33 classes, but
for the sake of simplicity, we will HAVENO TIME.
economics at Ohio University and
Thecosts of acquiring a degree
call it five.
author of the recently published
are more than the monthly payThe
going
assumption
is
that
in
book "Going Broke by Degree:
ment due on our student loans afWhy College Costs Too Much," order to be successfullna college ter we graduate - it's the quality of
level
course,
one
must
commit
to
says, "College tuition fees have
education we end up with which
study at least three hours a week
risen faster than any major comis directly linked to our quality of
ponent of the consumer price in- outside of class per credit hour.
life. Rising monetary costs place
On
our
basis
of
16
credit
hours,
dex, including healthcare. Even as
an even larger financial burden
this translates to 48 hours outside
the real cost offood, clothing, and
on students, which in turn leads
of
class
studying.
Add
the
amount
transportation have fallen, the
a greater need to allocate time for
of
time
spent
actually
in
class
of
burden of financing college has
work.
15 hours (five classes multiplied
tripled. The ability to pay these
So what can we do about the
by
three
hours
a
week),
and
we
ic and social success. However, costs is limited and impose excesrising costs? There are many sugtheir interests, should the rep-have
a
weekly
requirement
of
63
BY NICK LUDINGTON
since voting is our duty, and in- sive burden on those who wish to
gested reforms, but before we can
resentatives care what the conGuesl Opinion
further their education." It is this hours.
formed voting is the most responget to the reforms, we must first
stituency wants? If one chooses
There
are
168
hours
a
week,
and
excessive burden that is the cause
sible manner of doing so, we must
understand why college is so exnot
to
utilize
their
ability
to
influ56
hours
of
that
are
spent
sleepThis is a pivotal election for
carve out the time to make our- for the most concern.
pensive to begin with.
ence the direction of government,
ing.
That
leaves
49
hours
left
for
Boise State University, given the
Excessive
burden
is
not
a
foreign
selves aware of the platforms of
On March 17, Dr. Richard
work,
food
preparation
and
consubstantial issues that will face how can he or she expect to be the candidates and choose those
concept to college students. To ilVedder
of Ohio University and
our student government in the
lustrate this point, 1 take you to sumption, and other activities.
that will best represent our indithe American Enterprise Institute
Most
students
I
know
work
at
coming year. Are we in favor of
economics. Anyone who has been
vidual and collective _interests.
will preseI'\t his findings on this
the metamorphosis into a metroVoting is much like anything else through an economics course is least 20 to 25 hours a week, so if very subiect at 7:30 p.m. in the
we are generous and say that 20
politan research univer~ity that
in life. We get out of it what we are familiar with the term "opportuBishop Barnwell room in the
emphasizes the needs of tradinity cost." Simply stated, it is the hours are devoted to work, 19 are
willing to put in. If one is content
Student Union Building.
left.
If
it
takes
one
hour
to
prepare
tional students over non-tradito sit idly by and hope that they cost of foregoing the alternative
Vedder's book, "Going Broke by
and
consume
a
meal,
then
we
tional? Do we support or oppose
we
would
have
picked
if
we
had
will not be affected by the deciDegree: Why College Costs too
are
at
-2,
and
we
haven't
even
acthe imposition of tuition to renot chosen our current option.
sions made by their government,
counted for other duties, such as Much:' is an in-depth look at the
place current student fees? Are we
In the case of college students,
they will not reap effective repre;
cause of rising college costs, and
errands, personal finance man, concerned with the distribution
sentation. On the other hand, an we choose to forego income that
the material in this book will be
agement,
and
other
social
funcof hundreds of thousands of stuindividual who invests the time we would have received if we had
tions - not to mention leisure. It is presented.
dent dollars? These are just a few
chosen to work instead of attend
and effort to educate themselves
It's time to become educated
no wonder that students have beof the questions that our student
class. Often times, a student canon the positions and credentials
and act, and even though you
come
overworked,
overstressed,
government will face In the comof candidates will benefit from not afford to forego Income, as is
have between -2 and -10 hours
and overburdened.
Retention,
ing term, arid they are questions
the case with a growing proporresponsive and compassionate
this week for attending extra-curinvolvement,
and
morale
are
dethat have considerable ramification of BSU students, so the next
leadership.
ricular activities, this one is worth
clining,
leading
to
falling
grades
tions for the future of this univerWe owe it to ourselves and pos- thing that is foregone is time outand ultimately the completion of skipping homework for.
sity. Itis my sincere belief that the
side ofclass needed for homework.
terity to take a real interest in this
a mediocre education.
lack of accountability demanded
election. I urge each of us to re- That time is now spent working
by the students of this university
search the candidate positions
has partially contributed to the
and qualifications and make the
disappointing circumstances that
most Informed decisions possi- Nick Ludington
we currently find ourselves in.
ble. In the end, our diligence will
An electoral system such as ours
assure a responsible and accountrequire.s) at the very minimum,
adequately spoken for? When we able student government that will
partiCipants to exercise their duty
exercise our obligation of voting,
make decisions compatible with
ofvl>!illg..Wl;1enwe shuri this duty" we demonstrate to our,elected of- the wants and needs of those they
infll~t~~On~participation,
our' ficialsthe requireinent that they
represent.
rePt'f7lel~w~tlye~.,
'feel ~ess com" act only with tiurconsent and alpeMe~~~~rlre the best mterests of ways In our best inteiest. .'
About the Author:
all~~ents. Ifthe student body as',
As 'a student, I recogriiie the
Nick, Ludington is a JUnior
a W'\ioledoes not demonstrate the " sizeableburdens ofclasses homePolitical Science major at Boise
w~~gness to particlp'ateln the
work"pallers, and all, th~nsinState.
el~on of those who are to serve volvedJn. guaranteeirig'aca~emBY MRRCUS HRCKLER
Guest Ilprrucn

ASBSU elections come at
important time for BSU
-li~th~e;d, 0;;diligence will assure a responsible
and accountable
student government that will
make decisions
compatible with
the wants and
needs of those
they represent.,
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Where's
the

a llDn~
haps

In

the next seuen days ...
.

TODRY (3/10)

5 - 7 p.m. in the Student Union Building
Coffee House Concert Series featuring Jessie Veeder on the Brava
Stage. ~his singer!songwriter ~ses her soul-touching vocals to tell stones about life and growing up in North Dakota. Free admission.

FRIDRY (3/11)
7:30 p.m. in the Morrison Center Main Hall
School Play: "Into The Woods." Tickets are free for Boise State students, faculty and staff; $16 for general admission; and $12 for nonBSUstudents, BSUalumni and seniors.
.
8 p.m. at The BigEasy
The Ditty Bops and Tegan & Sara in concert. Tickets are $13.50.

,

SRTURDRY (3/12)

8:45 a.m, in Student Union dining area near the Brava Stage
Come join VSBfor free breakfast and some volunteer projects in areas such as hunger/homelessness, healthcare, youth and education,
environment and animals, and much more! For more information
contact the VSBat 426-4248.
6 _ 8 p.m. in the Student Union Building Jordan D Ballroom
"AGood Uplift" (film & workshop). The film is presented by directors Faye and Eve Lederman from New Yorkand will be followed by a
Body Image Workshop for women.
7:30 p.m. in the Morrison Center Main Hall
School Play: "Into The Woods." Tickets are free for Boise State students, faculty and staff; $16 for general admission; and $12 for nonBSUstudents, BSUalumni and seniors.

SUNDRY (3/13)
2 p.m. in the Morrison Center Main Hall
School Play: "Into The Woods." Tickets are free for Boise State students, faculty and staff; $16for general admission; and $12 for nonBSU students, BSU alumni and seniors.

TUESDRY (3/15)
5:30 p.rn. in the BSU Cull ural Center, second floor ofthe SUB
Diverse Perspectives Film Series: "Sunset 5tory."1\vo extraordinary
women experience later life with uncommon fullness, dignity and
humor as they attend political rallies and find mutual support and
community.
7 p.m. in the Student Union Building Jordan Ballroom
Distinguished LectUre Series: Christopher Hogwood. The renowned
conductor and musicologist speaks about how "The Past is a Different
Country, Tiley Do Things DifferentlyThere." Admisison is free, and
the public is invited. Free parking in the Student Union visitor lot, the
Bronco Stadium lot and on Bronco Lane.

So,
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anyway .. ·
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Mary Sans alia and Erica Miranda are cruel slepslsters and Megan 'fucker 15 Cinderella (aboval while' Libert;,.Leeds (top
right) plays Cinderella's stepmother In the Boise State Theater Arts andMustc Deparment's pro~ucuon 01Stephen Sondhelm's
musical' nto the Woods:

"

I-turn d-reahty
Fair
e s In campus play

only main stage performance of
They soon find that the ideal
the semester, promises to be en"Into the Woods" shows what
"ever after" is not always happy,
BY ERIC RRVENSCROFT
it is like for some classic fairy tale
tertaining.
til March 23. Perhaps his guesses
sort
of
like
the
prince
discoverCulture
Writer'
BY TRRUIS
ESTUOLO
Theatre
department
chair
characters once they've received
are only accurate in the state of
ing his bride snores, or Little Red
culture Columnist
Richard Klautsch directs his
all they could ever want, and
Pennsylvania. Either way, I liked
developing paranoia after her
Imagine Little Red Riding Hood what happens when their dreams
fourth major musical at BSU,with
the Bill Murray movie in which
encounter with the wolf. More
carrying a knife and Cinderella
Ah, spring has sprung. The
Laura Rushing-Raynes directget
twisted.
The
play
begins
like
Phil starred.
than that, the play examines the
wondering if her prince is really
weather is getting better. It's the
ing the music and Christopher
any other tale: Cinderella gets her
The best feeling in the world,
influences parents have on their
that charming. Now you have the
time of year that I like to call according to the world's foremost
Raynes acting as conductor for a
charming life, Little Red Riding
children
and
how
the
reality
we
play "Into the Woods."
"March Madness." Oh no, I don't
Hood goes for a walk, and the
20-member orchestra.
expert on "feeling and stuff like
live in is never quite as nice as the
On Friday and Saturday eve- cursed baker and his wife wanmean the NCAA basketball tourTickets for "Into the Woods" are
that," me, is the one that grabs
fantasies
we
dream
up.
nings
at
7:30
p.m.,
and
at
a
2
p.m,
nament. Although, if you wanted
free for Boise State students, fachold of one's senses while roll- Sunday matinee, Boise State's der into the woods to bring back
Taking just over two and a half
to see true March Madness in this
ulty, and staff. $16 general admissome items for the witch in hopes
ing down car windows, blasting
hours to stage, the production
town, have Boise State actually , music and driving to nowhere in Theatre Arts and Music departsion and $12 for non-Boise State
of having a baby. A lady giant and
features
traditional
fairy
tale
dements
will
produce
three
performake the tournament one year
students, Boise State alumni, and
Jack from the beanstalk are feaparticular on the first warm, sunsign
elements,
rather
than
ex,
mances of Stephen Sondheim's
and watch what would happen.
tured as well, with each characshiney day of the year. It's heaven
plore a contemporary feel. This, senior citizens.
musical at the Morrison Center
Can you picture it? Bronco fans
ter's story interacting with the
on earth. Please note that this scethe Theatre Arts Department's
tromping all over the country as nario in no way included a milk- Main Hali.
others'.
BSU takes on the likes of Duke or shake, a dog in the passenger seat,
North Carolina or Kansas. Gov. afloatles.
convertible
or little
orange
arm
If it had,
I may
have died
Kempthor~e drops all executive
duties on the capitol steps and
of happiness just writing it. And
gallivants off to cheer on the suc- yes, the local coroner assures me
cess that his alma mater could
one can die of happiness. Even if
never achieve. Buster Bronco is 'it is not Viagara-related.
ond year of existence, packs in the
BY ORN MCNEESE
plastered all over ESPN.Ah, a boy
So, anyway, the general queslocals who are more about music
Culture Writer
can dream, right?
tion I am trying to pose here is,
than drinking. With local talent of
No, what I mean to say about
"How the heck can anyone get
Three bands defined Boise's thehighestquality,unityisexhibthis particular seasonal psychoanything done this time of year?"
ited at its utmost. It has become a
sis is that when March finally rolls It's inhumane to ask students to new underground music scene
last
Saturday
night
in
Boise.
place for undergrounders to enjoy
. around, and the weather takes a write papers or crunch numbers
Thanks to an ambiguous all-ages
the current sub-culture.
striking turn for the better, peonow. To Calculus professors: I rec- club appropriately named The
Said PirkQlators saxophonist
ple, and more specifically college ommend playing folf as a means
Venue, an enthusiastic scene is JustinAndrews: "It's great. For the
students, forget about everything
of testing your undergrads. Heck, quickly defining it self in a city longest time there was no scene.
other than playing outside.
make them count the number of with undefined demographics.
The Venue created a' scene and
The paper due tomorrow can
cars in the parking lot or someOn any given show night, The we're all llke a family here."
wait. It's sunny out!
thing, if you're worried about
Venue showcases national and
Last weekend, the locally obThe house doesn't need cleannumber-y issues. ToEnglish profs:
local acts, from punk rock and
scure and well-known alike pering; I'll get to it later!
Have students constructelaborate
hard core to easy-listening and, formed for a rarely-advertised
The beer doesn't need drinking. _ essays on what they will be doing
emo. Now with a strong point for show. From the murky likes ofThe
I can -r, Wait! What am I saying?
instead of attending classes in the
local music, the club is in the fore- Temptation of Saint Anthony and
Bring the beer with us!
coming months. (Askthat they be
ground for Boise musicians.
Nlrvana-esq Bank, to the up-ternPllUIllBYMIOlAEL~
Yes, motivation is quickly being written in crayon, and give boA growing clientele of young
po ska band PirkQlators, the show
Justin
AndreWs
of
the
PtrkOlatots
parforms
at the Venue SaturdaVniGhl
thrown out the windows that can
nus points for the least number of
adults have moved random house
stood impressively. Bringing in
now be left open to allow spring's
Saint Anthony raged the starting
that people comeback to The,
words.)
parties into a place that welcomes
over a hundred heads, the night
gentle I:>"reezes
to pass through.
And to everyone else: Get outpoinCfu the style of mid-school Venu~,
" .
diverse ranges of music and cui- went down as a great example of
Accordi!!&.--'O- Punxsutawney
side and eat up this sunshine. It
Bad Religion crossed with new ,Passionate and melodic,
ture.
More
over,
The
Venue
is
la-an
unfolding
time
and
the
bands
Phil, thegroundhog
that seemmay not last. And if you are one
school hardcore, the band was played with the intensity oftheiri
cal-act friendly. A personal atmothat produce the soundtrack. With
ingly predicts ruined late-Feb.
of those rare agoraphobes, make
mathematical,
in harmony.
grunge idols.' Front manI>an .:
sphere
where
bands
are
heard
and
the
average
attendance
exceeding
and early-March vacation plans
sitting at home a productive ex- the crowds get involved. Atypical
Strategic in 'performance, the Keck emulated. Kurt Cobain.Jn
twice that for an advertised show,
every year, said In his Feb. 2 ad- perience. Write the city leaders
band demonstratedtechn!cal
appearance,
Bankr~;'
show is more than a bunch ofklds
s\lb masses will arrive for anyreadress that 200S-once again ~hould of Punxsutwaney, Penn., and tell
crasliingand isa good reason
and flowed throughtheli set. ,'" ,
standing
around
to
mediocre·
sOn
for
the
likes
of
a
pure
time.
expect 6 more weeks of winter. If them to ditch that dumb, winterbeats. The Venue, now in its sec~
op~g
act The Temptation of
the furry little prognosticator's
loving marmot.
prediction was right, we shouldn't
be expecting this type of heat un-
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local club The Uenue sparks new BOIsescene
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Polyslcs members take time from their lour for a little tennis at their West Hollywood, California, hotel. From left are Fumi, Hire, Kayo and Tano.
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Japanese music's unique sound
gains popularity among Americans
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els itself after black-leather rockShe believes the huge popularers from Elvis Presley to Johnny
American art of rock.
ity of anime - Japanese animation
BY PETER LRRSEN
Listen and you'll hear heavyThunders and Joan [ett.
_ has helped bands from Japan
The Orengs County Ae,glster
Twelve years and 20 trips to the
metal bands, glam-meets-kabuki
find fans here.
United States later, Guitar Wolf
bands, bubblegum pop queens
"It is one reason that Americans
"I can't get no -"
has many more fans, though Seiji
and leather-clad garage punks became
more
receptive
to
The Japanese teenager tuned
jokes that they're all men - "Cute
all of them absorbing Western inJapanese pop culture," Yamano
in to a Tokyo radio station listens
fluences, throwing it in the mixgirls seldom come to our show."
more closely.
says.
"Now they arc infected, so they
er with their Japanese style and
That's just how Vanessa Vengco,
v: satis ...faction!"
sending it echoing back across the
have to come back to the show:'
The boy, Hiro, turns the volume
25, an art student from Cypress,
ocean like a gigantic power chord
he says of how his band built its
Calif., discovered the scene: "I
up.
from the East.
'
audience gig by gig.
think initially, the appeal was
"I can't get me no-"
"Maybe they can figure out
So is the day approaching when
that it was just so foreign, so
Eyes widen, he smiles.
a way to mix Link Wray with
a Japanese rock band makes it big
«, satis ...Iactionl"
Japanese."
Devo with Van Halen," says
here?
"Oh, my God, this is rock muAs she heard more anime
Mike LaVella, owner of Gearhead
YaZ Noya, executive vice presithemes she liked, she researched
sic!" he thinks.
Records, trying to explain the apdent of Tofu Records in Santa
And I try - and I try - and I try
bands on the Internet, and if, say,
peal ofJapanese bands such as his
Monica, Calil., says the label beBuck:nck listed Bauhaus, one of
r-t-t-t-try try!
own label's Electric Eel Shock.
lieves it is, noting that college raAnd by that point, really - what
her favorite bands, as an influ"And by the time you get it
dio already has embraced bands
else could the kid do but start a
ence, she'd try it.
back, it's something you've never
"It just kind of snowballed from' like POLYSICS.
rock 'n' roll band?
"Those people are trendsetters
heard," he says.
"That song changed my life,"
there:' she says.
"That's the genius. It's familiar.
and
like the new stuff, and they
says Hiro, who modeled his band,
Other local fans described difall loved the Japanese music:'
,But it's different."
POLYSICS, not on the Rolling
ferentpaths
of
discovery.
One of the first Japanese bands
Noyasays.
Stones, who wrote that song on
For Aki Rogers; 23, a Cerritos
to cross over to hip music fans
LaVella, who signed the Hives
his radio, but on nevo, the quirky
College, Calif., student, an eighthhere was Shouen Knife, three
in the United Slates shortly benew-wave icons whose cover vergrade Japanese language teacher
young women whose infectious
fore the Swedish band became a
introduced her to boy bands Tokio
sion he heard.
poppy punk delighted American
buzz band here, believes Electric
POLYSICS plays wildly energetand Smap. Soon, through anime,
alt-rock stars such as Kurt Cobain,
Eel Shock can do just as well.
ic pop-punk rock in matching red
she discovered her favorite band,
who invited them to open shows
"I would just hope that it's not
L'Arc(TILDEjen(TILDE)Ciel.
jumpsuits.
a fad," he says of the attention
for Nirvana.
On its own, it's an exotic im"For me, mostly, it's the muTwo decades later, Shonen Knife
Japanese bands are winning now.
port, an eye-opening blend of the
sic:' Rogers says. "Not all of it is so
is still playing here and winning
"Because so many bands work
Ramones and Kraftwerk, to name
radically different from American
over new fans with each tour.
and work and work to be here."
music,
but
I
don't
hear
it
on
the
raa few more influences.
I
"The first time, most of all fans
That's Biro's dream now, too:
But look beyond and you'll
dio at all, so I don't get the feeling
are, young people, but now not
"I
really like fans to feel we are
see an ever-increasing
wave of
that the songs are overplayed."
only young, but middle-aged and
Japanese bands on tour in the
"First time, when we played in POLYSICS, not that we're from
kids, too," says singer-guitarist
Japan or we play j-pop," he says.
United States - signing record
Memphis, just four or five people
Naoko Yamane bye-mail
from
"I want people to come to a
deals with labels here, playing
came to our show:' says Seiji, the
Japan. "I wrote a song for the
show because we play rock."
concert tours, winning over more
singer.guitarist
of
Guitar
Wolf,
powerpuff Girls - that's why kid
fans to their unique twist on the
a garage punk band that modfans were increased."
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IThe Sensible Environmentalist

of original tunes and covers, including a top-notch reproduction
Culture Editor'
of Fleet wood Mac's "Landslide."
Tonight, University of North
A disappointing
turnout for
Dakota student Jessie Veeder
last Thursday's
CoffeeHouse
takes her guitar to the Brava Stage
Concert Series show didn't stop
at 5 p.rn. She started playing her
local performer Rochelle Smith
father's guitar at an early age, and
from playing a quality set on her
released her first album at sevenacoustic guitar. Smith has been
teen. On touring the nation's colbranching out more since her deleges, Veeder commented" "I love
parture from the band JAR, and
seeing different campuses and
loves performing for students on
getting to know students and facthe BSU campus, as evidenced by
ulty who are enthusiastic and apher repeated visits. Ever-friendly,
Smith entertained the handful of preciative of music."
onlookers with her combination
BY TRRVIS
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wood in plaCll of these other mate·
(NAPS)-Dear Dr. Moon:
rials can help reduce greenhouBC
gas emissions.
Lessening our dependence on
What can Ido to help address
fuels will be a gradual
the problem of climate change? fossil
process. In the meantime, forests
The most important thing Is to also have a m~or role to play in
reduce fOBSUfuel consumption.
reducing greenhouse gases-and
When fossil fuels-including
societies should be doing what they
coal, oU and natural
can to maximize these benefits.
gas-are
burned
Put simply, trees grow by takfor energy, carbon
ing carbon dioxide out of tho
dioxide and other
atmosphere and converting it into
greenhouse
gasel
Bugai'S, which are then used to
are released Into the build the wood. When 11 tree
environment. Theae
decays or burns, the carbon con·
emhslons
are
tained In the wood Is relellsed
thought to be the
back Into the environment and the
leading
cause of cycle it complete.
human-Induced
cUmate change,'
Although trees continue
to
However, industrial society reli41 Itonl carbon dioxids for as long as
to an enormous degree on fossil they're growing, scientists agree
fuels and reduei.llI their consumpthat it Isn't poaaible to completely
iiooilama,Jor~
offset human Coesu fuel conaump. AI individual.,
we can' eon- . tiOD by pl.ntlng more trees. On
tribute ,bYredudng our energy
the other hand, deforestation is
ClDlllIUIl1ption
and, 'lfbere postlble,
responlible for about 20 pen:ent of
.liDa renewable energy and global carbon dioxide emissions.
meWiaI..
Thia is llClCUJ'I'inI primarily in the
, In lOme part4' of the country, troplCll where forestt are permaeOD.umen
can chao.a to buy nently cleared for agriculture or
'"8J'eell" enet1lY produoed by wind, urban IlOttlement. By reforesting
hydro and biomul (ullUll1ly wood
some of the areas cleared for
waste). One of the mollt environfarming, we could add a slgnifiJD8Dta\l1 frie~
teebDOloaiet is cant amount of new carbon Itor~
ground eouce heat pump, - age-enough
to have a positive
whi,ch UI.. renewable
earth
impact on climate change.
dt!l"IY from beDeath tbe bome to
To become part of the climate
proYide hot water. heat and air change solution, I believe that a
~,Beat
pumps can be IlOnlible environmentalist
would
.,edfied lbr:~ 11611188 and ID8IIY red~ energy consumption, use
lIZiItIDIhomeI aID be Mrofit. ,
renewable energy and materiall,
'hl',emlofmaterialll.
all 'and
support
policies
and
~uaehllllUl
eJJViroIJmep. practicel
that lead to forest
"I 'illlpact..,.but, lOme bave a abundance.
mvch ~
impact than others, ,. '. Dr. Patrick Moore hM b«no
WoCld ... ~
maWriaI pro- kddtr of the uwirtl1l1Mntal move~~t:b.~l"Jlar
,eD8rgyr
meal {or mon: tJuJn 30;;ears. A co·
~~~:tteet
eem~and,
(oUnlkr and {ormer p~3ilhnt of

ESTVOLO

PHaro BY MICHAEL THDMPSOIliTllE ARBI'lER

Rochelle Smith performs last Thursday night in the SUB.
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legan 6 Sara get set to rock theml"c
BY JOSEF
Culture

FIRMRGE
Writer

To intelligent men everywhere:
Have you ever met that perfect
girl? You know the one I mean.
She's cute in her' own fabulous
and haunting way. She's so orisinal you start comparing
all the
other girls you know to her. She's
witty, she loves classic kung
fu cinematic
masterpieces
and "The Family Guy," espechllly the genius English
baby who she can't name
because she's too busy doing
her art. She's smart, can argue politics, talk literature,
and at the same time debate
the street credibility of the
Sex Pistols and The Kinks
versus the glossed-over images of bands
like Good
Charlotte and No Doubt.
In short, the girl is perfect.
She thinks Kafka's "The
Metamorphosis"
made abetter short story than a graphic novel, though she thought the black'
and white images Peter Kuper employed in adapting Kafka's classic
was in and of itself a highly worthy rendering. She knows Woody
Allen is perverted
as the worst
early teenaged football player but

keyboards to give the album an
extra pop. Rolling Stone named
"So Jealous' one of The 50 Best
Albums of 2004. And the talented
musicians are now on the road in
promotion
of their new album.
They will be In Boise tomorrow

fun~y ~s hell in all the right spots.
She s biased and knows it, but in
all the eX~iti~g ways. When you
talk to this girl you wait for the
perfect moment following a laugh
that you caused, and ask for her
number. But before you ask, she
tells you she has a sister. And not
only a sister, but a twin ..
Noway.
Meet Tegan & Sara and their

The Village Voice accurately
shouted,
"If Tegan and Sara's
music recalls anybody, its cheap
trick and The Cars." .
Simply put, these girls rock In
all of the great traditions offemale
rock n' roll glory. New York wants
them, indie labels have grabbed
them, Canada can't afford to lose
them, and The Big Easy is drool-

night.
How good are these women? A
spokesperson
for famed concert
Ing over them.
hall The Bowery Ballroom said,
Well, here they come. And so
"If they weren't female, these . .
should you. Yeah, you, with the
. sisters would totally be considRadiohead shirt and the Rolling
ered emo. They sing about selfStones mug sitting on your desk;
hatred and bad love in piercing
you, with the red lipstick and your
. . . wails, bleeding exquisitely
long hair wishing you were Kelley
wrought melodrama all over their
Deal or Joan [ett.
tight, shiny powerpop hooks."
To girls and boys alike: go, go,
Emo? Well, they got the rest
go and see Tegan and Sara rock
right.
.
themic.
PHIJl1J caUIl!tSY OFTAG'lEAM MEOlA

new album "So Jealous."
Tegan & Sara arrived on the music scene five years ago with their
U.S. debut, "The Business of Art."
The duo hails from Canada, where
Tegan now lives in Vancouver
and Sara in Montreal. Their start
couldn't
have been better
as

Canadian twm-ststers Tegan and Sara, who have toured with the likes 01
Neil Young and The Pretenders, bring their pop-rock sounds to The Big Easy
Concert House Friday night.
the pop-rock sound their earlier
they spent the summer of 2000
albums established, coming from
in promotion
of "The Business
what critics called their acoustic
of Art," at 19 years of age, tourfolk roots.
ing the U.S. with Neil Young and
"So Jealous" marks the first
The Pretenders.
New musicians
time Tegan and Sara have sat in
rarely get a better break. In 2002
the producers
seat, co-productheir album "If It Was You" was
ing the album with John Collins
released followed by the album,
(New Pornographers).
Matt Sharp
"Time Running."
"So Jealous,"
guests
(ex-Weezer/Rentals)
on
their fourth album, maintains

Check out the monthly
piercing speclols.this
month/slip
plercings for $20

GroupS of three or
more will get discounts
on plercings (not
Including sale Items).

~!!l!~~~

All New Moon plercings include
the Jewelry and aftercare package with
instructions. We stand by our piercings,
and offer free follow up service.

We have designs for the new
tattoo. and we can create
from pictures you bring in.

New Moon Tattoo
6422 Fairview Ave. 375-1666
"Perforating the Populous of Idaho"

A ,flip side:

CD-DVD hybrid holds music-industry hopes
BY DRNIEL
Knight

to Mom's to get his hair braided.
Or Los Lonely Boys' debut, which
throws in a short acoustic set and

RUBIN

Ridder Newspepers

The record business is putting
its money on the B side - sweetening its releases with videos, miniconcerts and interviews in hopes
that hybrid CD-DVD discs will
wean fans from downloading and
lift sagging sales.
The new format, called Dual
Disc, packages
traditional
CDs
on one side and enhanced video
packages with 5.1 surround sound
on the other. They're priced at a
buck or two more than traditional
discs. About 100 titles are to be
released by year's end, from new
releases like last week's "Rebirth"
by J.Lo to such evergreens as Miles
Davis' "Kind ofBlue."
"The Industry
aspires to get
back to the point where people's
physical collection of albums is
their prize asset as opposed to
junk on a hard drive," says Pete
Fader, a marketing
professor at
the University of Pennsylvania's
Wharton School.
Today's offerings are musical
equivalents
of the first extras offered on DVDs - a dog's breakfast
of still photos, production
notes
and trailers.
Don't judge the format by the
debut solo release ofOmarian, the
former B2K boybander whose "0"
comes with an MTV-made feature of him driving the Hummer

Venue

softball interviews.
Better is the "Kind of Blue" flip
side, with its documentary
about
the making of the modal jazz classic, with interviews of surviving
drummer Jimmy Cobb and such
fans as Q-Tip, Ed Bradley and Bill

phones.
.
"We need to make sure we're
where the culture of the listener is going," said John Trickett,
chief executive
officer of 5.1
Entertainment,
which released
"Surrounded"
on the Myutopia
label. "People want that portability. We're trying to give them that
_ and an enhanced level of experi-

to grok at covers and read liner notes. Clearly this is an oldschool argument. "We think that
Dual Discs begin to provide fans
with a pretty cool physical product that people will want to touch
and collect because it has things
they can't get anywhere else," he
said.
.
"1 don't see physical products
going away any time soon."

ence on top of that."
Cosby.
More recognizable
names are
To really sense the future of
embracing
the technology
as
these discs, spin "Surrounded" by
well. Trent Reznor has supervised
Tipper, the British DJ whose CD of
the mixing of the next Nine Inch
electronic a was recorded specifiNails CD for both stereo and surcally for 5.1 surround sound usround sound.
ing a Mac Powerbook. (As with all
The medium comes with a few
Dual Discs, the sound is sweeter
limits. It is thicke~than
a normal
if one has home theaters with five
CD, enough that" most compaspeakers and a subwoofer. Some
nies felt it necessary to include
sound even better with DVDboilerplate warnings on the discs
Audio players, which deliver adthat they might not play on every
vanced resolution, 24-bit sound.)
player. ComplaInts have been few
On "Surrounded,"
the DVD
so far.
side's sonics swirl around
the
And, to accommodate
the DVD
room airily, and each song gets
layer, the amount of space on 'the
an impressionistic
treatment
by
CD side is skimpier than on a traa filmmaker recruited to animate
ditional disc. As a result, no CD
it.
selected for the format runs much
The disc also makes peace with
longer than an hour.
the world of downloading in a diAsk Universal
Music Group's
rect way. Drop the DVD side into
Paul Bishow about the audience
an online computer
and, after
for the new discs, and he answers
registering,
another level of free
"everybody." To describe its apstuff beckons - from lyrics and
peal, the company's
marketing
additional
videos to the opporvice president
for new formats
tunity to download the songs as
talks about a favorite Los Angeles
MP3s recorded to simulate surrecord store, where he still likes
round sound on a portable'S ear-

[[rampageS]

With the forming scene, veterans of the Boise music world
PirkQlators
graced the capping.
As a regional favorite, the ska
quintet blast and trash hard and
The Venue show was no exception. The crowd joined in a counter clockwise 'skank' circle to the
catchy tune of each song. Dancing
in gratuitoUS fashion,
few on
hand disliked
the horn-based
group. The night ended with a few
stragglers
rushing the stage to

=

sing along, underscoring
the
night's vibe, which was unity.
With the new appreciation
for
the style and an ever-growing
base in the murk of the underground, The Venue has become
the place to stage antics.
An avid supporter of local music, Andrews
remembers
what
Boise was like nearly a decade
ago. "Back then the closest thing
we had to a scene was the House
of Rock. The Venue came at a time
when there was no scene."
Andrews admits the scene is

still growing, and said, "[Boisel
needs more all-ages clubs. It be
nice to see even more of them."
Though PirkQlators have no local shows for the next month, The
Venue continues to support the
local arts with an open show on
Thursday featuring Recover and
Armor For Sleep.
For more info or upcoming
dates, go to Boisevenue.com.

show
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Editor's Note: Culture writer Dan
McNeese is all employee a/Tile
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performance lifts
Broncos to second round

LINE
Bertoncelj representing
Broncos in Vermont

t·
i

Boise 'State sophomore Spela Bertoncelj is representing Boise State at the NCAA National Ski
Championship hosted by the University of Vermont
at Stowe Mountain Resort and Trapp Family Lodge
this week. This is be the fifth time in the last 25years
that Vermont has hosted the premier championship
in collegiate skiing. Competition began yesterday
with the Giant Slalom at Hayride. Tomorrow, the slalom races at Hayride will be held.
This is the second time Bertoncelj has qualified
for the NCAAnational championship. Qualifying is
based on her times and finish in the slalom and giant slalom races over the course of the season.
Bertoncelj is in her second season with the
Broncos. She was a member of the Ski Club Olipi]a,
Ljubljana, and the Siovenian National Ski Team from
1999through 2003.

Gymnasts to join WACin
2005-06
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I
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The Boise State gymnastics team will join the
Western Athletic Conference beginning next season. Currently members of the Western Gymnastics
Conference, the Broncos will join fellow WACmembers Utah State and San Jose State. Southern Utah
will also become a member of the WAC, also coming from the WGC along with Cal State-Fullerton.
The WACis supposed to make a formal invitation to
Sacramento State to round out the six team conference.

Ellis also became the first Bronco
to score 900 points and.grab 900 rebounds in a career.
Jason Ellis showed fans in Reno
jermaine Blackburn scored 15
Tuesday night what a man looks like
points for the Broncos on 1\1esday,
when he has his back up against a
shooting 4·5 from behind the threewall.
point arc. Sophomore guard Eric
The Boise State men's basketball
Lane also scored 14points as six difsenior forward scored 22 points
ferent Broncos had at least two asand grabbed a Western Athletic
Conference tournament record 21 sists.
Tonight, the Broncos will have to ,
rebounds, leading the Broncos to a
put together one of their best allfirst round victory over Tulsa 83-73,
around performances' against the
in front of2,546 at the Lawlor Events
regular-season
champs. Nevada
. Center in Reno, Nev., allowing the
finished the regular season at 24-5,
Broncos to keep their'season going
and 16-2 in the WAC.
for at least one more game.
Nevada swept the season series
The 8th seeded Broncos used a 19
against the Broncos. On Jan. 15,
point halftime lead to defeat Tulsa
Nevada embarrassed the Broncos
and will now play top-seeded and
at Lawlor Events Center. On Feb, 10,
24'h ranked Nevada tonight at 9:30
the Broncos held Nevada to just 22
p.m.
first half points, but then completeThe play-in, first round game was
ly collapsed, as the Wolfpack outdo-or-die for Boise State. An up-andscored Boise State by 21 after halfdown team all season put together
time, beating them 84-66.
one of their better performances
Sophomore forward Nick Fazekas
versus the Hurricane.
will lead Nevada tonight against
The Broncos started hot, shooting
the Broncos. Fazekas was named
51.5 percent from the field before inthe 2005 WACPlayer of the Year on '
termission, and all nine players who
Sunday after averaging 21.5 points
saw the court, scored at least three
and 9.4 rebounds during the regular
points.
season.
Boise State drove to the basket,
Fazekas posted double-doubles in
getting to the foul line 41 times on
both games against Boise State this
the night, despite the fact that they
season.
shot just 61 percent from the charNevada swept all the' major
itystrike.
awards in the postseason. Along
Ellis' 22 points were just one shy
with Fazekas, first-year Head Coach
of his career-high. His record setting
Mark Fox won the Don Haskins
rebounding performance broke an
Coath of the YearAward and Ramon
ll-year-old record set by Wyoming's
Sessions was awarded the Freshman
Theo Ratliff in 1994 against San
of the Year award.
Diego State.
In the other WAC play-in game
Ellis' previous career high in
Tuesday night, Hawaii beat San Jose
rebounds was 19, and the 21 are
State to advance to the early game
the most by a Bronco since Steve
tonight versus UTEP.
Wallace's 21 in 1972.
BY RRBITER

SPORTS

STRFF

Boise State without NCAA
representative
Despite comlngIn third at the Western Athletic
Conference championships, the Boise State men's
indoor track and field team will not have a single
representative at the NCAA indoor champtonships
this weekend in Fayetteville, Arkansas.
Antonie Echols, Mattias Ions, Collin Post, Eric
Matthias, and 2004 Indoor All-American Forest
Braden all had provisional qualifying marks, but
they did not qualify for competition.
The outdoor season for Boise State begins at the
BYUCougar Invitational on April 1, in Provo, Utah.

rnmn
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Lady Broncos once again
advance, then lose to La Tech

On 1\1esday afternoon,
the Broncos advanced to
the quarterfinals ofthe WAC
tournament for the fourth
For the fourth consecutive season, the Boise State consecutive season with a
55-50 win over UTEP.
women's basketball .team
Cassidy Blaine led the
advanced to the quarterfi
Broncos with 17 points and
nals of the Western Athletic
four rebounds as freshConference
tournament,
man Tasha Harris added 14
and for the fourth consecutive season, the Broncos lost points for Boise State.
The Broncos led by as
to La Tech in the quartermany as 12 points early in
finals. This time it wasn't
the second half. but the
even close, as La Tech held
control of the game from Miners pulled the game
within three with less than a
buzzer to buzzer, beating
minute to play. The Broncos
the Broncos 81-68yesterday
at Lawlor Events Center in scored again to increase
the lead to five, and on the
Reno,Nev.
La Tech is now 11·1 all- inbound pass, the Miners
attempted to roll the ball
time versus Boise State and
4-0 versus the Broncos in down the court to save clock
quarterfinal games in as time, but Harris picked the
ball off and tossed it to
, many seasons.
The Broncos never had Blaine, who was promptly
a chance versus the Lady fouled and sealed it up with
Techsters, as they led by as her two free throws.
The Broncos are now 4-(
many as 26 in the first half
in first round games in thr
and took a 47-30 halftime
conference
tournamen
lead.
since joining the WAC.
Just one day after comEarly foul troubles for thl
mitting just 14 turnovers'
against UTEP, the Broncos Miners post players gave th:
committed 11 in the first Broncos an early chance tl
drive the ball into the pain
half against La Tech.
A huge second half by and go to the line.
Boise State will retun
Nadia Begay gave the
Broncos a little sign of life their four leading. scorer
late in the game, but they . from this season, which ill
never came within 11.Begay elude three lady Bronco
finished, the game with 18 who have been named t
the all-freshman team in a
points, all in the second
many seasons. Their 10wIr
half, but La Tech was just
:too tough. Erica Taylor led also match their most vii
the Lady Techsters with 21 tories since moving totl:
,'points, .and Lakiste. Barkus WAC In 2001·02. 'Howevt:
added 20 points for La Tech. with just 29 games pla}'E
Harris finished the game this season.the Broncos 1
19record is their best In th
with 10 points, fiveresame time period.
bounds,and
seven' assists
BY TREVOR
HORN
Sports Editor

Men's hoops
Tonight vs. Nevada, 9:30 p.m.
WAC Tournament

Skiing
Wed-Sat, NCAA Tournament
Stowe, Vermont

Women's tennis
Fri-Sun vs. Montapa,
portland, Idaho
Appleton Tennis Center

Men's tennis
Today Blue! Gray
Tournament
Montgomery, Alab.
I"
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Senior iorward Jason Ellis grabbed a WAC tournament record 21 rebounds versus
Tulsa on Tuesdaynight.

Gymnastics
Fri vs. Penn St., San Jose
State"Seattle Pacific, 7·p.rn.

, ,',..• 1'Ill1IllBfSTA1llEfB~AllBl'l<!lfortheBroncos,

Benita .l3ullgsand UtiiI.ady'Bl'lmCosadViltlted .tothe second lwndll1 Ute
WAC tournament,
but''1,
.!llstW La Tech fortbeiOj11'lh
year".. In a row.' < ' '.,
"
"
,,-'

..
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Drew Bledsoe leads 2005
Humanitarian Inductees
BY TREUOR
HORN
Sports Editor

medals in three Olympics. Some even
rate her as America's great equestrian
participant ever. Kathy's "Horses in the
Hood" program is located in the Watts
district in Los Angeles and is teaching
responsibility and discipline to trouble
youth utlllzing horses as her tool.
Other honorees that will be in attendance include Steve Owens, 1969
Heisman winner from University of
Oklahoma. Owens will be receiving the
"Tradition of Excellence" Award. The
Sacramento Kings and Monarchs owned
by Maloof Sports and Entertainment will
receive the 2004 Pro team Community
Award.
Lynn and Sally Stiles will receive the
President's Award for their work in the
Youth Sports Foundation in Muscatine,
Iowa.
The gala Award's Dinner is scheduled
for June 2 at 7:00 p.m. at the Centre on the
Grove and will be hosted by Tom Scott.
The Worlds Sports Humanitarian Hall
of l'ame is located in the Alan Noble Hall
of Fame Center in Bronco Stadium.
Tickets are available at the World
Sports Humanitarian office at 343-7224.

Drew Bledsoe will lead the lineup for
the ll'h Annual Induction Ceremony
for the 2005 Class of Inductees into the
World's Sports Humanitarian
Hall of
Fame. Bledsoe will be joined by Olympic
Equestrian Kathy Kusner and track and
field legend Louis Zamperini.
'
Bledsoe is a former Washington State
quarterback who is the newest member
ofthe Dallas Cowboys. Bledsoe has also
played for the New England Patriots and
most recently, the Buffalo Bills.
Zamperini's successes in track and
field go all the way back to 1936. A twotime NCAA champion in the mile,
Zamperini was America's top miler
in the well-known Germany Olympic
BY MIKE ROCHE
Games. Today, you will find Louis counSports Writer
seling war veterans about forgiveness
and the important role it plays as they go
Dear Mr. Kevin Weiberg,
on with their life. He also inspires local
If that three-second rule taught-us anything about
Boys and Girl's Club youth's of today to
life - or personal hygiene - it's that whatever Milk Dud
do their very best.
or french fry hits the ground, let it go. Just let it die. No
Between 1964-1972, Kusner ruled the
matter how delicious that gummy bear might be, some
steeplechases
events, gaining three
things are just not worth the risk. I hope the Big 12 conference is paying attention, because there also exists a
three second rule in football, and those chocolate covered Colorado Buffaloes have been on the floor for some
time.
Last week, the Colorado football scandal saw more allegations about sexual assaults and slush funds, adding
to the already lengthy list of NCAA "no-nos" for coach
Gary Barnett and staff. So now college football is about
athletic trainers forced to perform sexual favors for
players. Is this what the greatestcollegtate game has become? In completely unrelated stories: Michael Jackson
Perfect Look Locations
. has reportedly enrolled for the fall semester and pro5425 Chinden Blvd (Glcnll'ood) 0(208) 322-7054
-ducer Aaron Spelling is seeking sleazy football scripts
score. Montana State is close behind the
3527 Fedcr~1 Way (Boise) 0 (208) 429-6560
COURTESY
for a new television drama. l.wonder which daughter
Broncos with a 603 total.
Broncosports,com
1217 S. Broadway Ave (Baise) 0 (208) 338-7888
will get the role for the female place kicker turned rape
Boise State's Ashley Hogg is also work620 Hwy 16 (Emmett) • (208) 398-8510
ing on a top 10 finish, as she tied for
victim?
'
Katie Street gained the second round
The Big 12 conference needs to wake up to fresh cup
sixth
place
with
four
other
golfers
at
148.
We offer a full line of retail products Including:
lead at the Bobcat Desert Classic on
After shooting an ever-par score of 72 on
of ... well, I think Jack Daniels should work here. How
Nioxifl. loieo, Amplify. Sexy Hair Concepts.
'fuesday with her second straight even
Monday, Hogg had a four-over par 76 on
much sex, lies, and kickoffs will It take before your conBioSilk, Biolage, Tigi. Paul Milcflcll, Sebastian. ISO, Redken,
par 72, helping move the Boise State
ference walks away from this black eye? Punishment is
Abba, Americatl Crew. KMS, Arlec, Perfections. Nexxus
Tuesday.
University women's golf team into secThe Broncos received some key help
, a meal best served cold ... and with a big-ass baked poond place after 36 holes.
Regular Prices: Adults $11.00,
from their third, fourth, and fifth golf, tatoo
Street opened the 54-hole tournament
Children l'rflrougfl age 10) $9.50, Senior CItizens [From age 62) $10.00
ers
on
Tuesday.
Following
an
80
on
First it was Kobe Bryant's sexual disaster in Colorado.
on Monday with a 72, before matching
Monday, Jenny Judd came back with a 75
And what happened to him? McDonald's dropped him
her score on Tuesday for a 36-hole total
on 'fuesday for a 155 36-hole total. Erica
like a french fry and so did Sprite and Nutella. Kobe is
of 144. She holds a one-stroke lead over
still collecting on Nike's $40, mllllon contract, but it's
Renne Skidmore of the University of Haney and Jennifer Hedberg are both
at 156, as Haney improved her score by
, been a while since we've seen, him in any advertiseVisit us at: perfectlooksalons.com
Idaho and Krista Anderson of Montana
10 strokes on Tuesday from an 83 to 73,
'ments, hasn't it? Point is, these are smart companies
State University heading into yesteroperated by smart people that nbeyed the three-second
days final round at the Palm Valley Golf while Hedberg improved on her opening
round score of 80 on Monday with a 76.
rule. They know when its time to let it go.
Course.
.
The final 18 holes were played yester: Are you still listening Mr. Welberg? Maybe you should
I
s~ampoo and styling extra
I
I,
The Bronco women's second place
day.
'
: re-read your own sportsmanship statement for further
I YD" must rUSlllllhfs UJLij1QI\ at the lim' of
I You mLl~t prt's/l'lllllis alupon at tht ,llmt of
I
score of 600 is just three shots behind
I
str.'ilt. GOtld atll!, al tht lIddr~5 tisrtJ.
I
sm'i(~ GonJ only 01 flu aJJrt5s !lsii'd.
I
Nol rl1llJ willI anlj VlllU ojja'S or di:;C(ljUI15, NP
Nol wtfld li'tlh 'UIII olntr cltus or dlscoullls.
NP
team leader, Idaho, which has a 597
: review.
It states, "The member institutions of the Big 12
~
Conference arc committed to competition in an arena
, where sportsmanship
and the sense of fair play take,
center stage. Whether on the fi~ld, within the cornrnunity or in the classroom, those who make up the Big 12
_ its administrators,
coaches, game officials, and stu, dent-athletes- support the highest ideals in sportsmanship ..• It is wtth.asense of fair play that a true sporting
demeanor in the spirit of Intercollegiate competition
746 W. Main St .> 388-1900
can be created and maintained with a total regard for
the welfare of student-athletes, 'coaches, support perI sonnel, and spectators."
.
Is that enough hypocrisy Ioryou, Mr. Weiberg?
Fortunately there is a big blue answer on the horizon.
It's a program that couldn'tpnssibly hold slush funds,
because it's starved for any buffalo nickel it can throw
into facilities, coaches, and (.)quipment. And right now,
this program is starting to resemble something bigger
than a WAC school (consult,tho·arblteronline.com
archives for the artist renderings). It's a program held on
the highest peak by ESPN and any news outlet looking
for a great story. Most of all, our players aren't Olympic
skiers flooding the NCAA witi)..complaints over their
K2 endorsements. And .. , ohyeah, we have something
Open 11-3a.m. Mon- Thurs, 11-4a.m. Frl/Sat &
called class. Are you still scratchillg your head? Let me
COURTESY
BRONCOSPORTS.COM
spell it out for you.
' ."
Noon-3a.m. Sunday
B-O-I-S-E-S-T-A-T-E.
' ",
Deliveries
stop
30 minutes before closing
So what is the problem, Mr. Weiberg? You don't think
Must
mention
coupon when ordering
these guys can hang with'YQur boys? Any respected
The Boise"State University men's golf team
football mind in the country would 'agree that Boise
fell one position on Tuesday and finished sixth
State would win the Big 12 nottllif given the opportuwith a 54-hole score of 878 in the Braveheart
nity (except for Trev Alberts,'b.ut he's a royal douche
Classic. The two-day tournament was hosted
bag). And the Broncos would more than likely turn in
by UC-Riverside and played at the Oak Valley
delicious meal:is, lel:il:iuce,
, a better performance than Colorado's 42-3 emb~rrassGolf Golf.
ment to Oklahoma. Just imagine, if you will, tlie pre'pickles, l:iomal:io and chips.
Adam Choy led the Broncos shooting an evergame hype of Nebraska's "Sea of Red" coming to the
par 72 on 'fuesday to finish with a one-under
;~:·t\":::
par score of 214 to tie Josh Escobedo of Loyolablue turf. Potatoes vs. corn; the,great debate. It would
"X ..
be the exact moment when everyone forgets Colorado
Marymount for 12th place. Choy fired roundS
even played in the Big 12. Or how about the aerial asof72, 71 and 72.
Brendan Steele ofUC-Riverside won medalist
sault between Boise State and Texas Tech? A 70-65 score
would make some clever headlineS and fill some seats.
honors with rounds of68, 66 and 69 for a 13-un, Just to paraphrase, every game w:culd have ABC foamder par score of 203.
Boise State was fifth following the first two
Voted
~."
ing at the gums.
.
I'm not demanding immediate change, Mr. Weiberg.
rounds, before shooting a 298 score in the final
"Bolses Best"
round on 'fuesday. The Bronco's team scores
But what I would like you to do is think about Boise State
during every little story your rea~,sound byte you hear,
on Monday were 292 and 288.
UC-Riverside won the team title with a 14or statement you don't mllke;Every time this joke of a
. ,:Free Wireless
under par score of 850. Cal Poly was runner-up
football program drags your C0D:ference through fields
" Internet
with a 205 total followed by UC-Santa Barbara
of buffalo chips, just imagine'~he obnoxious blue glow
322-7401
345-0990
at 869, St. Mary's at 875, and Utah in fifth place
. in Nampa
4348 Chinden
1030 Broadway ncar BSU
in the distance.
" .
.__~_.__ .._._~_.w.~
._~_..._.._--~-_.
__._._-_._ ....._·_w~,
.---·-'--'····-··_·~--···---·---"---------'-, Also, unlike your Kansas State, this school doesn't
at 876.
Other Bronco finishers
included
Matt
lose to Fresno.
'
Hastings tied for 15th at 217, Brian Smith tied
for l!lth at 218, Jason Williams tied for 58th at
Sincerely,
228, and Jake Sestero tied for 102 at 245.
The Roche Approach
The Broncos will be back in action on March
21-22 in the CU Stevinson Ranch Invitational in
P.S. _ If you do consider thiS proposal, please learn
from WAC Commissioner Karl Benson's mistake and
Stevenson, Calif.
leave the Vandals out of this.- ' '.

Lady golfers in second
after two rounds
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Bronco Men
finish sixth
at Braveheart '
Golf Classic

Don't surrender
to HUNGER!H
Counter-attack with a
delici ous PIT Am
$1.00 OFF or
FREE DELIVERY

heese ...
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separation from such a tight-knit
family (the team) will be hard to
handle and adjust to.
Seniors
Carla
Chambers,
Tiffany Putnam, Emily Lambert,
Kristin Gaare, Corrina Lewis,
Lindsey Thomas, and Heidi White
will bid farewell this season and

BY RMBERFUGER
. . SportS Writer
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As the:~eather warms up and
the school year dwindles down,
the seniors prepare to move on beyond Boise State. For the seniors
on the BSU gymnastics team, the
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have learned that the small stuff .
doesn't matter in the end, It is the
time shared with team that mattersmost.
As for advice to the juniors, the
girls generally said for them to
have fun,
"Make it the best year you can.
You start to realize now that it's
almost over," Chambers said.
Thomas advised the juniors to
stay focused and go all out, while
Gaare said for them to remember
to have fun and make the most of
it.
For the 2005 freshman, the seniors advise the girls to stick with
it.
"Every year it gets better. Work
hard, and it will all payoff," Gaare
said,
Putnam said to remember that
in the end, the little stuff doesn't
matter, so enjoy all of it. Lewis,
a team captain, said that competing in college is what it is all

"~

about .
.. "Competition is the best part
of a college athlete's experience,"
Lewis said.
As for the most memorable experience, Chambers said, "In the
end, the most memorable moments for me will be the time
spent with the girls on this team."
Lambert also said that she
will miss hanging out with the
team the most. Head Coach Sam
Sandmire said that she will miss
. the elements each senior brings to
the team, but most of all, she will
miss them as people.
Tomorrow night, the Broncos
will host a quad meet between
Penn State, San Jose State, and
Seattle-Pacific, This meet marks
the second to the last home
meet for the Broncos, Their last
horne meet is on March 21, the
first Monday of Spring Break.
Sandmire is excited about the
challenge this meet will give the

girls,
"Penn State has two girls who do
double layouts. One does a punch
front out of it which is very rare
and only seen in the Olympics,"
Sandmire said.
Both Boise State and Penn
State have strong floor teams,
which means the floor will be
on fire tomorrow night. SeattlePacific is known for their strong
gymnastics program, Sandmire
said, and-San Jose State is a soon
to be conference rival when the
Broncos merge from the Western
Gymnastic Conference into the
Western Athletic Conference.
The last meeting between Boise
State and Penn State was a trimeet in 2004, held in Boise. BSU
took second with a 196,925 behind Michigan State, who scored
a 197.075to take first. Penn State
came in third, with a 193.125.This
year, Penn State is ranked 13th in
the nation, The last m~eting be-

tween Seattle-Pacific and BSU
was a tri-meet in Seattle, where
the Broncos finished second with
a 195,575, behind Washington
(198,025), but ahead of SeattlePacific (193.5). Seattle-Pacific is
ranked 51" nationally. San Jose
State, who is set to join the WAC
next year, is ranked 44th in the nation,
Tomorrow night's meet is the
last time during the regular school
year that Bronco fans can see the
senior class perform at horne. At
7 p.m. tomorrow night, Taco Bell
Arena will light up and liven up
with an energetic home crowd, as
the seniors embark on their final
meets as Broncos.
Tothe coaches, the seniors want
to say thanks for everything,
"In a lot of ways they have made
me who I am today, Thanks,"
Chambers said.
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THIS SEASON'S SENIOR GYMNASTS
CLOCKW1SE STARTING FROM TOP LEFT ARE,
HEIDI WHITE, CARLA CHAMBERS, LINDSEY
THOMAS AND EMILY LAMBERT. CORINNA
LEWIS [CENTER],

Get Involvedl

positions:

ASBSU Election Board - 2 openings
ASBSU Fee Proposal Committee - Several openings

3.
4.
5.
6,
7,

ASBSU Financial Manager
BSU Bookstore Advisory Committee - 3 openings
BSU Children's Center Advisory Committee - 1 opening
BSU Food Services Advisory Committee - Several openings
BSU Non-discrimination & Affirmative Action Committee - 1 opening

B.

BSU Parking Citations Appeals Review Board - 1 opening

9.
10.
11,
12,

BSU Publications Board - 5 openings
BSU Recreation Center Board of Governors - 3 openings
BSU ?tudent Union Board of Governors - 2 openings
BSU University Accessibility Committee - Several openings

13.

.14.
15.
16,
17.
For

r

Applications are now available for the following

1.
2,

Cultural Center Advisory Board - 1 opening
Senatorfor College of Applied Technology
Senator for College of Health Sciences
Senator for Graduate College
Women's Center Advisory Center -J opening
more Information, please contact Personnel Recruitment

-

Coordinator Joyce Ward at 426-1147.

-

NEEDQUI K

I

ASH?

I
I

Mon.-Sat: 9:00 • 5:30

4017 Overland Rd
Boise, 10 83705

-

I
\I

I
Donate Plasma at Blomat USA
Earn $50 the Firstweek and
$150 per month

I

GRIFOLS
Biornat USA, Inc. ,

I

caring for people's health
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Arbiter c1asslfted edvertlsements are free to
students. tlaseined ads may be pieced three weys:
email: classlfteds.erblteronhne.com
phone: 3'15-B20'llC 100

c as I I
THE

ARBITER

$600 Group Fundraiser
SchedulliJg Bonusl Four
hours of your group's
time PLUS our free (yes,
free) fundraising solutions
EQUALS $1,000-$2,000
in earnings for your group.
Call TODAY for a $600
. bonus when you schedule
your non-sales fundraiser.
with . CampusFundraiser.
Contact
CampusFundraiser, (888) 923-3238, or
visit www.campusfundraiser. com
DJ wanted:
Wartt to rent OJ and/or
just equip. For wedding
June II. Zack 860-1509

10 MAR

or stop by the office at 1605Unluerslty Drlue
[ecross from the SUB).

2005

FREE To Good Home
6mo old doberman mix
house broken, loves t~
fetch, great w/other dogs
Call 861-9107 Iv msg

around May Ist. Hours
and pay negotiable. Send
resurne to Receptionist
at 2408 Broadway, Boise
83706.

Full size orthopedic set.
Brand new in package.
Sacrifice $99. Call 8667476

BroncoJobs
ji a
4:u'fi'ji,"' 4k ai(1'"
Lookingfor

Italian leather couch and
loveseat for sale! Brand
new, still in plastic. Retail $2950, sacrifice $895.
Call 888-1464.

Jobs while you are a
student, Career
Opportunities,

or

Internships?

Queen Pillow Top mattress set. Brand new, still
in plastic. Must sell $129.
Can deliver. 866-7476

Models wanted for fine
art, fashion and portrait
work. Send your resume
and photo to Portrait
Model 2408 Broadway,
Boise 83706

Crossword

Private Uving Areas & Bath
Shared Common Amenities

Free job-referral

EVERGREEN SUITES 384-1600

service
Click BroncoJobs
at http://

I and 2 bdrm apts. $385,
$450. Deposit $250. No
pets, no smoking. Next
to Taco Time on Rosehill.
Call 861-6300

carecr.boisestate.edu
Affordable
Furnished Housing
Off-Campus

F Roommate wanted. 1.5
mi from BSU. $325/mo.
incl. util. 208-290-5268
or angiepwood @hotmail.
com

'02
Dodge
Ram
1500,
Cust.
Design
Van, 50k. 11,500/0bo.
teresasz@yahoo.com
or
call 283-0394.

~

Bring load & receive $100
off Ist month rent

Includes all utilities, cablel
computer lab. Open 7 days
a week

j'us'T' llL~:fiS 'nOM
• Arn<Illle$

l~~aq.tt

'83 Mercury Grand Marquis, 51 K, V8, NC, power everything, 18MPG.
$2795/0bo. Must Sell!
587-1752.
01 4x4 Ford Ranger Edge,
4dr. Yellow, excel. condo
31k, must sec, $13,8001
obo.447-7777
1992 Chevy S-10 Pickup
4.3L Runs Excellent!
$3500/0bo.
Call 4841779.
1999 Jeep Wrangler
Sport. 52k miles. 3" Lift,
oversized tires, wintch,
$9,300/0bo.
Call 3711324, pis leave a msg.

Starting at $295/mo.

•

.

Sonic Drive-In
Now hiring the following positions: Asst. Night
Manager, Skating car
hops, and entergctic kitchen help. Apply in person
2-4pm M-F at these locations: 2145 S. Broadway
(closest to BSU); 8777
W. Overland; 851 N. Orchard; 10480 W. Ustick;
2160 E. Fairview - Meridian.

336·8787

2Pool1

,'''K.

Onlllt1~
cable .

. PROJECT
r:::

?-

. All Utllltlts ~uded

C4ntcr
RintS530

flllltp

BE A BARTENDER,
No experience necessary, hands on training in
Boise, must be 18 yrs or
older, make $100-150 per
shift, job placement/get
certified. Call 333-tips
(8477)
Models wanted for fine
art, fashion and portrait
work. Send your resume
and photo to Portrait
Model 2408 Broadway,
Boise 83706
SALES REPS, top sales
people wanted for growing national co. $8/hr +
commission. Professional
environment, "no eves!
wknds. Apply in person at
5411 Kendall St., Boise

21lcdroom + Townhom'"
available: 896-1 ISO Sq.Il.
$530· $600
Rent- 5520.00

@

:JJil1l!ll

Effccti\t Rent- $460.00

. 'for~1'!follllaticn Calf .

.

'Jina ~ 342-6061

"
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2000 Ford Ranger XLT
81k, NC, CD, 5-speed.
Oversized tires. Looks
great & runs even better.
$5900 Call 859-8097

Affordable
Downtown
living
Newly Built

7-Piece Cherry Bedroom ..•
set. Brand:new in box. .
Retail $2250, sacrifice
$450. Call 888-1464
95 Chev Z71 steps ide,
loaded wi extras, clean,
145k mi. Extremely well
maintained,
runs great!
$8500 880-5816
97 Honda Accord EX
V6, wht, 4dr, 110k, sunroof, alarm, CDIMP3,
all power, excel. condo
$9,0000bo
890-7165
Cherry Sleigh Bed, solid
wood. New-in-box. Value
$850, sacrifice $249. Call
888-1464.
Entire Living RID. group
for sale. $475. ORcouch/
loveseat, $400; Coffeel
end tables, $30; Enter. Ctr.
$45 861-3596
FREE To Good Home -9mo old Aussie Shepherd,
house trained, intelligent
& all shots. Call
J at
850-9481

1&2 Bedrooms
$475 or $595
•
•
•
•
•
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We're hiring outgoing
and articulate students
work 20-40
hours per week.

to

(A1'I""'lP.id Utili"'" 560
£Jli:cO\t Renr- SlliO

(,\pplOXi l'>id Utiliti"

SF)E'CIALi '~:,

Elevators
DircctlyiH.'/Yus!mm
nim:o
24·lIour fittlc", tvDIIl
BJlJincu Center
SeeumJ Ace est

Looking for ambitious
secretary receptionist wi
quickbooks skills, photoshop experience at local
portrait studio. Job starts

Must see Lg Ibd apt. full
kitchen nds fridge. WfD,
NC, free cable, Ig backyd. Pets/smokers ok $450
345-2281 Iv msg
Room 4 Rent in Phal2
story 2br House, 5 blks
from BSU. Fully fum, fl
p, deck w/wet bar & DSL.
$360!!!1 Call 850-9481

DESIGN YOUR OWN
SCHEDULE
EVENING and WEEKENO
HOURS AVAILABLE
Start at minimum of

$8.00 I hour
Paid training
.Casual environment
.Flexible schedule
Please call for
more Information

ACROSS
1 Beverage pick
7 Small vipers
11 Coffee server
14 Stands by for
15 Saturn satellite
16 Pitcher's stat
17 Sappho's home
18 Honoree of
element 99
20 Checkers, e.g.
21 Remotely
situated
22 Three-bean or
garden
23 Sacco and
Vanzetti, e.g.
27 M. Descartes
28 Television
"Tarzan" Ely
29 _ of the blue
30 Gullible dupe
32 Hoover or
Oroville
33 Tentative plan
37 Diminutive
38 Comprehend
39 Too sentimental
43 "Love Songs"
poet
46 Mineral spring
49 Gridiron zebra
50 Compete
51 Cutting tool
52 Knock on the
noggin
54 False moves
57 Chose
59 _ Moines
60 L. Michaels'
show
61 Nimoyand
Bernstein
63 Lubricating
66 "Gunga -,-"
67 Lummox
68 Fifth or Park
69 Shifty
70 Fortas and
Lincoln
71 Change colors
DOWN
1 Kubrick's
computer
2 Be in debt
3 Australian
island
4 Rome's river

All rights reserved.

5 Lapels'
overlapper
6 Mooncal!
7 Regions
8 Jacketless state
9 Farm enclosure
10 Impudence
11 Stripped the
skin from
12 Journalist Fallaci
13 Two-seater bike
19 Black goo
21 Healthy
23 Liberal_
24 Statistical
average
25 Center
26 _ Paulo, Brazil
31 Kind of pronoun
34 Pacino and Hirt
35 Permit to
36 Silent assent
40 "Medea" director
41 Design
42 poisonous
evergreens
44 Primary color
45 Ventilate

Taxi Driver - Days, flexible schedule, Ages 25+,
MlF. Must have good
driving record, will train.
Call red 794-0871 after
7pm.
Work from Your Home!
www.buildyourbestlife.
com
Students: Call 345-8204
to place your free Arbiter
Classified Ad.
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46 Bawls out
47 Ron of gadgets
48 _and
Cleopatra
53 Author Kesey
55 Sleeveless
garments

56 Small bay
58 Art of the
absurd
62 Director Reiner
63 Rower
64 Holy woman
65 Fetch

TribuneMedia Serllices
Today's Birthday (03-10-05)
You may discover, this year, that
you don't like being in your box.
You need more room, so stretch
your imagination and make it
happen. To get the advantage,
check the day's rating: 10 is the
easiest day, 0 the most challenging.

Cancer (June 22-July 22)
Today is a 9 _ Make the contact
even if you can't stay as long
as you'd like, or do as much as
you'd planned. There's much to be
gained by making the effort.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
Today is a 4 _ You're reputed to be
lucky, but it never really hurts to
learn the skills. That takes work.
Don't let yourself get lazy.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Today is a 6 _ You may decide to
change your plans, so hold off on
a decision. You'll get a lot of new
ideas over the next few days.
Libra (Sept. 23·0ct. 22)
Today is a 5 _ You're wise to ride
the wave where it goes, and not try
to control it. Your job is to have
the skills required, and let the spirit
move through you.

Gemini (May 21-June 21)
Today is a 5 _ If you feel
dominated, maybe it's because
you're not standing up for yourself.
You got yourself into this mess,
and you can get yourself out

On the
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By Linda C. Blal:k

Taurus (April20-May 20)
Today is an 8 _ The more you give
to those in need, within practical
limits, the more comes back
around to you. Keep the goodies in
circulation.

Halo 2®

Solutions

658-4888

Arle:l (March 21-April 19)
Today is a 6 _ Spend as much
time as you can in thoughtful
meditation. Prepare yourself
for the upcoming battle by
surrendering to the higher good.

Room for rent in 2bdrm
house WID. $275 incl.
utilities & cable. 5min
from mall/lOmin from
BSU. Call 713-0397.

03110105
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Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Today is a 9 _1i1-depth
conversations are good. But, there
arc other ways to reinforce the love
you build within the family. Like
favorite meals, for example.

BIG
SCREEN!

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Today is as _ It may be hard to
hear, with everybody talking.
Insist that they take turns, and
that the others practice listening.
Otherwise, the meeting's a waste
of your time.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Today is an 8 _ The more you
leam, the more opportunities open
up for you. Don't worry about
them now. Immerse yourself in the
inquiry.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb.18)
Today is as _ Your income looks
good, but also unstable. Don't
spend much until you're sure you
know what your expenses wil1 be.
Better safe than sorry.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
Today is a 9 _ The person who's
giving you the most trouble now
is actually your guru. He or she is
pointing out whatever scares you
most. Come to peace with that, and
you win.
(e)
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Scteens • State-of-theArt Surround Sound
The Reel Theatre is happy to announce lhe launch of Halo 2e Game Night at the Northgale
Reel Theatres. The event starts on Friday, February 4" @ midnight and runS until 3am
Saturday morning. This will becOO1ea weekly event(I'll the possibiflly of more nights being
added later on) at the Northgate Reel Theatre on 6950 W. Sale ST. in Boise. The cost will
be $10 per person playing and $3 for persons watchin~ .. For more information on this or for
currenl movie inlonnation, please caD 377-2620 or VIsit WWN.IJlEllthealre.com. .Come on
over to the Northgale Reel and get your game onl
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DON'T WORRY THP-.T
THE COf'o\PP-.NYIS
f'o\OVING TO A HIGHCRIf'o\E P-.REA.

i

"~

1

f'o\Y EXPERTS ASSURE
f'o\ETHAT YOU'LL HP-.VE
A '10% CHP-.NCE OF
SURVIVP-.L EVERY TIf'o\E
YOU WALK OUTSIDE.

\

THP-.T ESTIf'\I\TI.
DEPENDS
ON THE ASSUf'o\PTION
THAT THE GP-.NG f'o\Ef'o\BERS
BECOf'o\EEXHAUSTED
FROf'o\ BEATING YOU UP.
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Club spcrts fly under radar, but still competitive
This year, the lacrosse and Tal' enough when looking at all the
of most students. Among these
BY SHRWN RSHBY
Kwan Do teams will travel as far costs required for competing.
unnoticed activities is the club
Sports Writer
as California to compete, ac- Teams must supply uniforms,
sports program. With all the exequipment, and travel expenses,
cording to Alain Rodrigue, the
citement that surrounds other
among other things. Rodrigue
The Boise State men's lacrosse
Assistant Director for intramural
sports at BSU, far too many times
said that the majorit y of the mono
team has lost all fiveoftheir games
we forget other programs that are and club sports.
ey the teams receive is from fundagainst Utah Valley State, who are
Rodrigue speaks highly of the
accomplishing great feats on our
the third ranked team in the nadifferent club teams at Boise raising.
According to Rodrigue, the
tion. The Broncos will look to end home turf.
There are 20 club teams at Boise State. They play because they love main reason some of these teams
this streak in Bronco Stadium at
to compete, and they don't reState, with close to 300 athletes
are not competing at the NCAA
6 p.m. tonight. The game is not
ceive anything in return for what
competing on behalf ofour school.
level is because of money. With
likely to feature a capacity crowd,
they
do.
Teams range from baseball, hockTV cameras, or news reporters,
"There are very little politics Title IVand all the other expenses
ey, and lacrosse to seven differthat come in running a big time
but what it is sure to showcase are
ent martial arts. The teams corn- in club sports. It's all for the joy," college program, it makes it diffireal athletes giving their all for
Rodrigue
said.
pete against other schools from
the game they love to play.
The different club teams reo cult to push some of these teams
around the northwest, including
up to the next level.
Boise State offers a lot of difIdaho, Utah State, University of ceive a small amount of money
If Rodrigue had to guess what
ferent activities to their students,
from
the
school,
but
not
nearly
Oregon, and Washington State.
some of which fly under the radar

Men's lacrosse 2-0
on road
The men's lacrosse team
-travelcd to Golden, Colo., to
take on the Colorado School of
Mines. Almost as expected, the
Broncos jumped on the Mines .
early. Freshman Zach Rcvnolds
and'sophomorl' fake Misi1er
each added three goals, while
sophomore Tl'ddy Hicks found
the back of the cage twice and
assisted on two others. Also in
the offense for the first time was
sophomore defender Mike Brady.
who striped his opponent and touk the hall the entire length
of the field to gel an assist of his
own.
"I think tIll' entire defense and
bench just stood in awe. It was
beautiful." junior defender lames
Stewart said.

"It was a nice change from last
week. We jumped on them early,
but this time the attack unit took
good care of the ball and waited
for them to make mistakes." Head
Coach Brian Sanderson said.
The following morning, Boise
State squared off with Colorado
State-Pueblo. After one quarter,
the Broncos sat on a 5-4 lead that
could have easily been in favor of
Colorado. However, after coach
Sanderson's adjustments,
the
Broncos riffled eight unanswered
goals to clobber Pueblo 19-6.
This Thursday, Boise State
takes on 3,,1 ranked Utah Valley
State in Bronco Stadium at 6 p.m.
On Saturday and Sunday, they
face the University of Pugent
Sound at 6 p.m, and Pacific
Lutheran at 2 p.m, respectively
on the Hecreation Field.

the game they love to play, says
Rodrigue.
Finding out when these teams
play is more difficult than one
might expect. Because of the tight
budgets these teams are run on,
there is not a lot of money going
to the promotion of the team. If
one watches closely, there are
posters in buildings and maybe
some chalk on the sidewalks to
promote the events. Rodrigue
hopes to make a better system for
informing students.about schedules in the future, but as for now,
.we must rely on the posters and
sidewalks.

Oregon and Washington
too much for the Broncos

;\

BY SRRAH CREIGHTON
Special to The Rrblter-

club team might be closest to the
next level, lacrosse would be it.
The women's lacrosse team was
recently honored with the NCAA
mentor
program.
Oklahoma
State, Portland State, and Boise
State are the only recipients of
this program this year.
. One of the great things about
club sports is that if you want to
play YO~l can play. For the most
part there are no tryouts involved. While most of the athletes
are normal students, there are
some that are recruited to play. Of
course. there are no scholarships
to be offered. The only tool in recruiting is the opportunityto play

BY SRRAH CREIGHTON
Speclel to The Rrblter
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The Boise State women's
lacrosse team took on "the
University of Washington expecting a very talented and disciplined team. After one quarter,
the Huskies took a 3-] lead and
steadily continued to add to it the
entire g,ime, despite the scoring
efforts of sophomore Chanel Eidc
and junior Iulia Bennett. The
Broncos fell to the Huskies 15-4.
On that same day. the lady
Broncos rallied to face last year's
conference champion, University
ofOregon. AfterGminutes, 32 seconds in regulation play, the game
was still scoreless. However,
Oregon scored first and BSU was
trailing 2-4 at tilt' dose of the
first, period. The Ducks started
the second quarter double teaming senior Kat Cottrell and Iill
Mendenhall. The duo managed
a couple more goals each, but

the defensive effort just wasn't
enough as the Broncos lost 21-10.
"jill and Kat were great, but in
order for us to win against teams
like that, we need others to step
it up, especially on defense,"
Head Coach [cnna Ravenscraft
said. Suilday mOrIling-the BSU
women woke up to Lewis and
Clark. After allowing 21 goals, senior goalie, Haunah Stunts came
up big with a save percentage
of .733. "Collectively, we played
much better team defense."
Ravenscraft said.
The Broncos capitalize on
multiple turnovers to allow nine
different players to score, including first year sophomore
Tina Kluckow, on a beautiful redirected pass. The women won
15-4. Next, Boise State will host
Pacific Lutheran on Saturday at
3:30 p.m, on the Hecreation field
for their first home game.
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BY DEGREE
Why College Costs Too Much .
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